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Faculty Committee Narrows Search
by Andy Waxier
Assistant News Editor
The Dean of the Faculty Search
Committee has recently narrowed
its field of candidates to two indi-
viduals, Dr. Gavin Hambly, profes-
sor of History at the University of
Texas - Dallas, and Dr. Elizabeth
Ivey, Associate Dean at Smith Col-
lege.
The Search Committee is chaired
by Dr. Henry A. DePhillips Jr,
chairman of the Chemistry De-
partment. DePhillips has a good
deal of experience in running Trin-
ity administrative and faculty com-
mittees. In the past he has chaired
the Educational Policy and the
Curriculum committees and cur-
rently serves as the chairman of
the Appointments and Promotions
Committee.
Oth( r members of the Search
Committee include Dr. Helen S.
ij^pgif.^ssodste professor of Phi-
losophy,'Dr. Kenneth Lloyd-Jones,
associate professor of Modern
Language, Dr. Theodore 0. Ma-
Pike Fire
Fire struck the basement of the
Pi Kappa Alpha house, 94 Vernon
Street, last Friday morning: The
five students residing .there were
' alerted by alarms around.7:20 aim.,
and were safely evacuated. No in-
juries were reported. Company 8, .
Company lfi, and District I of the
Hartford Fire Department re-
sponded to the fire and had it un-
der control shortly.
The offiee o.f the Hartford Fire
Marshall ruled the fire accidental.
According to Pike brother Andy
Merrill, the "damage is substan:
tial" although the dollar amount of
damage is not yet known. Vice
.President Thomas Smith added,
"Damage sefems to tfe mostly in'
the basement arid "not much., else-,
where. The fire department did a •
terrific job," . . / . • . : •
An Appreciation
son, Jr., assistant professor of
American Studies & English, Dr.
Michael P. Sacks, associate profes-
sor of Sociology, Dr. Barbara Sich-
erman, Kenan professor -of
American Institutions and Values,
and Robert C. Stewart. Charles A.
Dana professor of Math. No stu-
dents or administrators serve on
the Committee.
The search began shortly after
last spring's resignation of the for-
mer Dean of the Faculty, Dr. An-
drew G. DeRocco. DeRocco
resigned to become the president
. of Denison College.
DePhillips first announced the
College's desire of applicants by
advertising the vacancy in several
scholarly periodicals. These in-
cluded The New York Times,
Chronicle of Higher Education,
Science, and Affirmative Action
Register. These ads, published in
late August and early September,
brought swift action. By the final
deadline, October 1, DePhillips had
received approximately i!35 appli-
cations.
From this figure, the Committee
cut the number to 30, going
through several "cuts," which in-
volved each member of the com-
mittee reading every file twice,
and individually discussing each
candidate with the rest of the
Committee. "We each went
through the files very care-
fully...and read the statement of
purpose, resume, publication list,
scholarly activity..." DePhillips ex-
plained.
From there, the Committee con-
tacted the references cited by the
remaining applicants. On the basis
of their comments, the Committee-
chose seven applicants to be inter-
viewed.
"We didn't refuse twenty three
of those final applicants," De-
Phillips said, "but rather we picked
the seven we most wanted to in-
terview." Only the final two, Ham-
bly and Ivey, were asked to be re-
interviewed.
The interview itself — both the
original interviews for the seven
and the follow-up interviews for
HIP final tw> — consisted of a
gru©ling day of" interviews with
several different key groups in
Trinity's faculty and administra-
fontinued on page 4
Week Scheduled For March 3-11
1,000
Junior Ken Abere scored his one-thousandth point Saturday night in
the Bantams 95-75 victory over TuftB at Ferris. '
Bonelli Sets Awareness Week
by Ellen Garrity
News Editor
An Awareness Week has been
scheduled at Trinity for the week
of March 3 through 11. Awareness
Week has been extended until
March 11 so that it
will feature a lecture by the Hon-
orable Robert White, United
States ambassador to El Salvador.
An SGA committee has been es-
tablished to schedule activities for
the week; however, the committee
has invited the entire student body
to participate in planning activities
for the week.
John Bonejlj i a s begun planning-
Awareness Week with the help of
the SGA and leaders of various
student organizations. Since it has
yet to receive funding from the
Budget Committee, Bonelli has
asked each organization to provide
funding for any activities that they
might sponsor during Awareness
Week.
Bonelli has reserved virtually all
of the available space in Mather
Campus Center for use during the
week. He also hopes to reserve the
dormitory lounge space and possi-
bly space in the fraternity houses.
FAS discussions scheduled dur-
ing Awareness Week will be dedi-
cated to" to some aspect of
awareness. Chaplain Tull has also
agreed • to coordinate his Sunday
services with Awareness Week.
Some organizations have begun
planning events for the week al-
ready. A priest will speak on hom-
ophobia on March 4. Assistant
Dean of Students Joe Tolliver will
speak on racism and wail bring1
with him a video, tape.. TAAP
plans to have experiments on the
effects of alcohol consumption and
Offhand is planning a coffeehouse.
The Observer has planned a dis-
cussion on racism. A discussion on
journalism ethics has been planned
by the staffs of the Tripod, 06-
server, and Questioner.
ASIA plans to celebrate the
Chinese New Year by purchasing
a Chinese dragon and have mem-
bers run around campus in it. Hil-
lel has planned a dinner for March
8 and an interfaith discussion en-
titled "Unity in Action" has been
scheduled.
John Bonelli has asked the or-
ganizations working on Aware-
ness Week to have their schedule
completed by February 8. A conv
plete listing of events should be
available shortly after that date.
Any student interested in plan-
ning an activity during Awareness
Week should contact John Bonelli
or write to Box 3024.
Channel 18 & Dr. W euGene Scott, R.I.P.
The Doctor is Out
by Michele D. Sensale
Features Editor
Satan has won yet another bat-
tle. Manifest in the form of the
FCC, the Prince of Darkness has
forced Dr. euGene Scott to sell
WHCT Channel 18, severing the
ties of the soul between Connecti-
cut and Glendale, California,
Mecca of the Gideons.
Those of us who knew, loved, and
faithfully followed Gene have been
• left shocked, ungrounded, and
spiritually depleted by his parting.
For Gene Scott was more than
your run-o'-the-mill preacher; he
was a virtual home entertainment
center. Like any good friend, the .
Doc was always in. Sometimes, his
face filling the T.V. screen made
him seem like just another person
in the room: telling jokes and sto-
ries, singing' songs, or just plain
talking.
Unlike a Roberts or a Swaggart
or a Falwell, Gene was no moral-
izing fire and brimstone asteroid
orifice. While the stock T.V. evan-
gelist seeks to dazzle his followers
with wrathful intonations and of-
fers of money-reserved places in
the1 Promised Land, Gene charmed
his viewers with his simplicity and
his frankness. Says Scott about his
place among the religious: "I'm not
some grinny-Gus preacher.,.1 don't
sell 40-pound Bibles or crucifixes
made in Japan...I teach." The man
had charisma.
I say "had" as if Gene had died
— God forbid. Yet, for me, the ef-
fect is similar. The relations!™, the
communication has terminated. "I
Want to Know" once a daily man-
tra, will eventually fade into an in-
creasingly dim memory. And
somehow, I feel betrayed.. Be-
trayed by those Sons of Belial who
have robbed me of one of the guid-
ing forces of my college existence.
Talking about Gene, I cannot
heip but to wax sentimental. Here
was the man who got me through
finals, the man who when life and
people were far too disappointing
(which is quite often) was consist-
ent and comforting. Someone to
have faith in, spiritual or other-
wise. Someone who never ceased
to amuse, whether with his fishin'
tunes, his saxophone playing, or
his occapella rendition of Amazing
Grace.
Who, then, should I resent?
They. That elusive "they" - om-
nipotent, omnipresent — the same
"they" that proclaimed aspartame
to cause brain damage. It was
"they" who took Gene away, The
bureaucrats. Those tools of Satan
who worked and plotted and
sought to undermine the Doc.
"They" betrayed' me, and if you
loved Gene, then "they", betrayed
you too. •
Although a King's Dish has been
shattered, the King's House still
stands. Word has it from the
Voices of Faith that Gene may yet
return. Until then, we can only sit
idly in front of a blank screen and
wait.
I don't like it. God don't like it
too.
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Hillel: is sponsonngShabbat Diner,;
this Friday at 6pm in New Hall. If
you. are interested send your name :
and $.2 to box 3027 or. 1682 by
Thursday. Family and friends wel-
come.
Deadline extended
The deadline for application to The
Trini ty Papers has been extended
to February 1st. Submit'Outstand-
ing-scholarship .'to Box 9000
Jeeps
Is it true you can buy Jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. government?




There's a slim new you hiding un-
der those unwanted pounds. You
can lose 10-30 pounds THIS
MONTH! Guaranteed results with
safe, proven formula. Send only
$39 (check or money order) for 4
weeks supply, to: Carter Associ-




The Greater Hartford Panhel-
lenic Association scholarship ap-
plication and information is
available in the Financial Aid Of-
fice. Applicants must have at least
a B average, have completed three
semesters, and be initiated mem-
bers of a local NPC group. Dead-
line: February 15.
Finacial Aid
Finacial aid application materials
for 1985-86 are now available at
the Office. Students currently re-
cieving financial aid should have
recieved materials in their campus
. mailboxes. Deadline: April 15
Jobs Available
The Trinity College News Bureau
is looking for a freshman, sopho-
more or junior with excellent typ-
ing skills. Six to eight hours per
week.
Contact: Kathy Frederick at ext.
370 Or 217
Wanted: Financial aid student to
work five to ten hours per week.
Good typing and clerical skills nec-
essary. Please apply in person to
Betty Anne Cox, Internship Coor-
dinator, Seabury 42-A- ext. 419.
$3.50/hour,
Archeology
Dilettanti among the Ruins: In-
vestigators of Classical Remains
in the 18th Century , a new exhi-
bition illustrating the first flower-
ing of learned exploration of the
material remains <?£ aptiquity, is on
disply in the Trumbufl Room of the
Watkimon Library. Hours: 8:30-
4:30 on weekdays and 9:30-4:30 on
Saturdays. Through March 1985
RA/RC
Packets for the position of CooK
dinator/Assistant for the 1985-86
academic year are available in the
Office of Residential Services. The
application, deadline is February
22.
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These sessions are open to all stu-
dents. They provide a valuable
means to learning more about an
C.I.A. 7pm New Lounge
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(1930) Garbo Talks! in this, the first sound film for the silent film super-
star. She is sublime in the role of a woman with a past returning to meet
her father after many years of seperation. Here is the legendary Garbo,
beautiful and mysterious, in a strong and compelling film. 90 min.
Metropolis 9:15
(1926, 1984) Brilliant futuristic fantasy about a city divided between the
aboveground capitalist aristocracy and the wretched laborers who live and
work underground. One of the first mad scientist and robot movies with
"extraordinary sets and pioneering special effects. New footage and music
has been added. Unforgetable. 87 min.
Wednesday through Saturday
Garbo Talks (PG-13) 7:30
(1984) This one is Anne Bancroft's movie. She plays the role of Estelle
Rolfe, a social activist and middle-aged mother who is determined to meet
her idol Greta Garbo before she dies. Funny, sentimental, an altogether
entertaining film, and Anne Bancroft is priceless. 105 min
Teachers (R) 9:30
(1984)Along the lines of Hospital and Network this is a mordant, hard-
hitting, hard-edged satire on public education. Here is life in a chaotic
public high school., seen from a teacher's point of view. There is as much
fiction as truth mixed in with the laughs. 106 min.
Sunday through Tuesday
Under the Volcano (K) 7:30
(1984) Brilliant adaptation of Malcolm Lowry's novel about a day in the
life of an alcoholic former British Consul living in a small Mexican town
in 1938, A haunting and profound exploration marked with portents of
"the impending .second World War. Director .John Houston is at the summit
of his career, directing with "courage, intelligence and restraint." — Janet
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"Fame" Comes to Camp
by Chris Quinn
Senior Staff Writer
Two years ago the sueprinten-
dent of schools and the Capital Re-
gion Educational Council, a
regional service center which or-
ganizes group district projects, met
and decided to form a school for
the performing arts in Hartford.
This school would be for students
in grades nine to twelve who show
exceptional talent in music, dance,
or drama. Two hundrred students
auditioned and seventy will attend
the school, temporarily located on
the Trinity campus.
Classes will be held Monday
through Thursday from noon to 3
p.m. The school was supposed to
be located in a building in Hart-
ford, but because of legislative
problems, the school will not be
able to move into its permanent
home until next fail. Until then,
the Life Sceinces Center, the Ci-
nestudio Stage, the Tansill Room,
the Washington Room, and the
Seabury dance studios will be used
for dance and drama classes. Mu-
sic classes will be held in the Moy-
lan School on Hillside Avenue —
just a fifteen minute walk from
campus.
Thsi project will be funded by
the Hartford school district and
twenty load suburban districts.
Districts will send their students
to the school after they have fin-
ished their morning classes. The
school districts fund the school by
paying the students' tuition which
would have been used to pay for
their afternoon classes.
Janet Brown, Director of Plan-
ning for the school, feels that this
is a "unique opportunity" for the
students and is "very grateful" to
Trinity for allowing them to be
here.
All members of the school's fac-
ulty are professionals who are
"highly qualified and can or have
taught at the college level." Some
of the faculty, Evan Williams and
Karen Witty, have actually taught
at Trinity. Since the faculty is com-
prised of professionals, there will
be a certain amount of switching
jobs around because of performing
by the faculty. The faculty, how-
ever, is committed to teaching.
Since the school is located at
Trinity this semester, all students
interested in the arts should con-
tact Janet Brown. Some sort of in-
ternship might be developed





• InterFraternity Council Elec-
tions have been postponed until
this coming Thursday. Positions
available on the IFC include the
offices of President, Vice Presi-
dent, and Treasurer. A member of
any Trinity fraternity or sorority
can run for an IFC position. Each
fraternity or sorority can send two
members with voting rights to IFC
meetings.
Andy Merrill, last semester's
IFC president, emphasized the im-
portance of electing an IFC presi-
dent who is willing to devote a
great deal of time to the organiza-
tion.
"It's important that we don't do
what we've done in the past —
shotgun through elections. The •
fraternities can gain a lot of
ground through the IFC and they
already have. I hope that potential
officers have given it a lot of
thought," said Merrill.
The program coordinator for the
March of Dimes recently ap-
proached Andy Merrill about or-
ganizing activities either with the
IFC or with individual fraternities
or sororities.
The IFC still plans to sponsor a
Valentine's Day Dance with
TCAC; however, because of
TCAC's financial problems, the
IFC will have to help fund the
event.
The next IFC meeting will be
held on Thursday at 9:00 p.m. in
the New Lounge. Elections will be




AFTER DARK -"There voices were sweet — at least for the first three hours", see page 12.
Housing Situation Alleviated
For Business and Industry. Inc.
by James Harper
Contributing Editor
The housing shortage caused by
the unexpectedly large class of
1988 has ceased somewhat this se-
mester. The demand for spring
housing has traditionally been
lower than the fall demand, and so
Tina Dow, Director of Residential
Services, was able to relocate
many of the temporarily housed in
permanent rooms.
However, the housing problem is
not over. "We've done quite a bit,
but things are still not completely
normal," Dow said, "Things are
not 'all better.'" What Residential
Services has accomplished pis the
removal of all students who were
temporarily housed in Doones-
bury, the "reclaiming" of one
North Campus lounge, two Jarvis
Towers lounges, half of the Jones
lounges, and one if not two of the
Elton lounges. All students housed
with RAs last semester have also
found permanent housing.
Although there are still people
living in lounges, Dow says that
none of the changes made to ac-
commodate the class of '88 are
permanent. (Editor's note: North
Campus was built as temporary
housing in the early 1960s and has
since become permanent housing.)
In both deciding which rooms to
empty and in running the mini-lot-
tery in December, Dow had to bal-
ance a few priorities. Primarily, in
deciding which rooms to vacate,
she tried to arrange for each dorm
to have at least one unoccupied
lounge. Meanwhile, in Doones-
bury, there are empty beds in per-
manent rooms. This was an
important compromise point, and
as Dow explained it, "It is impor-
tant to reclaim lounge space, but
we also want to be able to recog-
nize the integrity of the language
program in Doonesbury."
December's mini-lottery was an-
other point of compromise. Those
students in temporary housing
were given some degree of priority
over those students who were
abroad last semester. Students in
temporary housing were allowed
to stay together; however, those
students who were abroad re-
ceived priority in singles. "Hope-
fully, that didn't have too much
impact on them [the students who
were abroad last semester]," said
Dow.
Students living in temporary
housing received a 25% refund of
their housing cost. They will also
rreceive a rating adjustment.
"Hopefully, they will see it as fair
in the long run," Dow said. "Fair?"
asked one sophomore who still lives
in temporary housing at the pala-
tial apartment once occupied by
Paula Chu-Richardson and located
at 86-88 Vernon Street. "It's fine
with me — I didn't want to move
out," she said as she gestureed to-
wards the exquisite panelling and
exposed beam ceiling of her living
room. "Yes, some of us didn't get
a bad deal at all."
The overcrowding problem is by
no means over. Dow expects it to
last until the class of '88 gradu-
ates. A new dorm, felt neccessary
by some, would take a few years
to compette because funds would
have to be raised and concrete
plans would have to be developed.
However, Dow feels that this
year's housing problem has de-
monstratd the need for a new
dorm, but "we are far away from"
one, she said.
NEWSBRIEFS
Senior Class Gift Fund
Gives Seniors Aid
What is the Senior Class Gift?
1 One year the gift was an informa-
tion kiosk, and another year it was
original art done by a member of
the Trinity community. For the
last three years the Senior Class
Gift has been an endowed scholar-
ship. Established in 1982, the Sen-
ior Class Gift Fund benefits a
rising senior who has not previ-
ously received financial aid and
would be unable to graduate with-
out monetary assistance.
Since most aid packages are ne-
gotiated at the beginning of a stu-
dent's college career, it is difficult
for an upperclassman to receive fi-
nancial aid in the last year at Trin-
ity. The Senor Class Gift Fund
help's offset unexpected financial
burdens, enabling the senior to
graduate. The Scholarship has
been awarded every year since its
inception.
Last year close to $3,000 was
donated to the Senior Class Gift
Fund. Both Camille Guthrie and
Steve Norton, Co-Chairmen of this
year's Gift Committee, feel that
the Class of 1985 can make or bet-
ter that contribution.
A planning committee is now
being formed. Anyone interested
in working on the Senior Class Gift




Trinity College has been
awarded a $150,000 grant by the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation of New
York to support a program of fac-
ulty and curricular development in
"the new liberal arts."
The program will be designed to
increase students' understanding
of technology — its history, values,
societal imgact and uses, and to
foster collaboration among faculty
and students in technological and •
non-technological disciplines. This
will be accomplished through the
development of new courses, pres-
entations by visiting scholars and
consultants, and by other" public
forums.
Commenting on the grant, Trin-
ity President James F. English,
Jr., said, "This generous gift will
lend much needed support to cur-
rent and pending curricular initia-
tives in the areas of science and
technology. The Sloan Foundation
has exercised important leader-
ship in helping liberal arts coleges
like Trinity integrate the new
technology into their curricula in a
fashion appropriate to their tradi-




Applications for admission to the
freshman class at Trinity have in-
creased about 7% this year, and
currently stand at a near-record
level.
The Admissions Office has proc-
essed 3233 applications and "we're
still counting," according to Larry
Dow, associate director of admis-
sions at Trinity.
Last year, Trinity received 3035
applications for admission to the
freshman class. The largest appli-
cant pool in the school's history
numbered 3269 candidates for the
Class of 1981, which applied for
admission to the Hartford college
in 1977.
Trinity will enroll a freshman





William A. Johnson, a'professor
of philosophy and the Danielson
Professor of Christian Thought at
Brandeis University, will be the
preacher Sunday afternoon in the
Trinity Chapel. Johnson is also
Canon Theologian at the Cathe-
dral of Saint John the Divine in
New York City.
Johnson is familiar with Trinity;
he was one of the early members
of the Department of Religion and
also has a son in the senior class.
With a doctorate degree from the
University of Lund, Johnson has
also taught'at Drew, Manhattan-
vilte and the Union Theological
Seminary. He also played profes-
sional baseball for the New York
Giants.
College Vespers with Johnson's
sermon will begin at 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday with music by the Chapel
Singers. After the service at 6 p.m.
members of the College are invited
to join the Johnsons at a buffet
dinner in the inner dining room of
Mather.
Lestz To Speak On
Chinese Facism
Micheal Lestz, assistant profes-.
sor of history, will speak on
"Chinese Intellectuals and Fas-
cism" on February 6 at 4 p.m. in
the Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. The
lecture, part of the Faculty Re-
search Lecture Series, is free and
open to the public.
Lestz will discuss Chinese intel-
lectuals' brief flirtation with fas-
cism in the 1930s, w|th particular
attention to those features of fas-
cist political practice that seemed
most seductive to some Chinese
leaders in the years following the
Japanese invasion of Manchuria.
Corrections
TheTripod has learned that the al-
legations made by last issue's
anonymous source concerning
.Mark Greenland and RockPool are
incorrect. TCAC subscribes to the
newsletter while Greenland per-
sonally belongs to the record pool.
The Tripod incorrectly reported
Dan Moalli's association with
TCAC. Moalli is the non-paid grad- .
uate advisor of TCAC. "My rela-
tionship with TCAC is not
profitable in any way,' '• said Moalli,
The Tripod incorrectly reported
that the brunch on the plight of the
Falashas (Ethiopian Jews) was co-
sponsored by Hiliel and the Jewish
Community Center. It was co-
sponsored by Hiliel and' United
Jewish Appeal.
Compiled by Andrew Waxier
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Trash Rebellion Hits Quad
Fire Marshall Bans Refuse In Hallways;
"Seven to Nine in the Morning? Please!"
BLOOM COUNTY
by Laura Danford
The Quad area dorms — Jarvis,
Northam, Cook, Seabury, Good-
win and Woodward — have been
stripped of their garbage cans
after a recent investigation by the
Hartford fire marshall. Though
this issue may sound trivial to some
students, Quad residents see a
need to have garbage cans in their
hallways. To compensate for the
absence of garbage cans, the cus-
todians have informed Quad resi-
dents that they can take their trash
to the front door of their dorm be-
tween 7 and 9 a.m. each weekday.
A dumpster has been installed be-
hind Northam to help ease the sit-
uation.
Although a small percentage of
the student body is awake at this
time, it would require an "unbe-
lievable, unfeasible cost" in Build-
ings and Grounds overtime if the
garbage cans were put out in the
evening, according to Director of
Residential Services Tina Dow.
The garbage cans mar the charm
of the Long Walk. If left out on
the Long Walk past 9 a.m., they
would be visible to prospective stu-
dents on Admissions tours and
would lessen Trinity's appeal. For
that reason, the garbage cans are
removed at 9 a.m. before Admis-
sions tours begin.
Robert Kelly, superintendent of
Custodial at Buildings and
Grounds, said that the custodians
were just "adhering to instruc-
tions from the fire marshall." The
custodians wanted to put metal
containers in the hallways, but the
fire marshall insisted that this
would not coincide with safety
codes. Though the custodians be-
, lieve that not having garbage cans
in the hallway is safer and more
sanitary, they would prefer to have
hallway garbage cans. Trinity Col-
lege is subject to follow the rules
and regulations of the City of
Hartford;
Quad residents feel cheated and
want a better explanation. The
garbage cans "may be a fire haz-
ard, but now the garbage is inthe
hallways and in our rooms is a
health hazard as well," explained
one student.
"The garbage stays in the rooms
over the weekend and overnight
and draws bugs." Another student
argues that she is paying the same
'• room and board as other Trinity
students and she wants the same
benefits as residents outside of the
Quad.





it's in your hands
Our shirtsleeve engineering style at Hamilton
Standard,, .it's ideal for people who won't let""
go of a problem till it's solved. Who invest a lot
of themselves in their work. And who want the





BE SURE TO SIGN UP
FOR AN INTERVIEW
We're innovative pacesetters. Our highly
advanced technologies are serving worldwide
aerospace.. .automotive and industrial markets.
Are you ready to make your professional mark?
See your Placement Office today to arrange an
appointment. If you are unable to meet with us,
please send details of your education and
experience to: William Kelly, College Co-
ordinator, Dept. 130, Hamilton Standard,




An Equal Opportunity Employer
Anyone who is alive at that hour
is either at class or eating break-
fast," complained Goodwin resi-
dent Chris Corbett. "There should .
at least be a big garbage can in the
bathrooms at a normal time — like
1 to 3 p.m. This garbage piled in
halls is not just a fire hazard but
it's also a health hazard. And those
pizza boxes are going to smell
really pretty on those hot spring
nights!" he added.
SGA Vice Presdient and Nor- .
tham resident Lee Coffin said, "I
pay my tuition so someone will
drag my garbage away!"
Dow added that she is "probably
not as displeased as the students,
but pretty close."
No one knows where this new
rule will lead. The fire marshall is
inflicting fire and safety regula-
tions upon the custodians and in
turn, they are imposing these
codes upon residents of the Quad.
Goodwin resident Bill Detwiler
realistically pointed out, "This is
one of those situations in which no
matter what is said, nothing will
be done."
James Harper also contributed to
this article.
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LSC to House Day Care Center Soon
by David Rubinger
It started as just another idea to
bridge the gap between Trinity
College and the surrounding com-
munity. But, after almost four
years of persistence and hard work
by affiliated members of Trinity
College, the Trinity College Com-
munity Child Care Center is about
to become a reality.
Ms. Louise Fisher and Professor
Dina Anselmi talked about the new
Center. They expounded upon the
many benefits this program will
offer. Ms. Fisher, director and ad-
missions officer for Individualized
Degree Program (IDP), and An-
selmi, assistant professor of psy-
cology, headed College input at the
Center. They are just two of the
many who have volunteered hours
of their time over the past four
years.
"The need for child care in the
Hartford community has always
been a pressing issue," said Ms.
Fisher. Trinity first formally rec-
ognized this need in 1981 a t ' a
meeting of the President's Special
Council on Women. Ms. Fisher was
chairperson of the committee
which decided to further pursue a
child care facility on the Trinity
campus.
The second year of this project
the Council hired a consultant to
locate an appropriate site for the
Center. After an extensive search,
it was decided that the storage
basement of the Albert C. Jacobs
Life Science Center was the most
feasible location.
The third year finally recognized
the Center as a separate project
from the College Committee. A
seven-member board was estab-
lished with Anselmi as chairper-
son. Even though the committee is
technically a separate liatKy of the '
College, Trinity will always enjoy
a majority voice.
The Center just recently re-
ceived a $125,000 grant from the
Hartford Foundation for Giving.
The money for this grant will act
as a springboard for budgeting and
staffing the Center. Trinity Col-
lege, for the first six months of the
program, will loan the Center some
money as well, specifically for ren-
ovation costs. After these first few
months, the Center plans on being
self-sufficient, relying on tuitions
as its main source of capital.
As for the Center itself, there
will be room for up to sixty chil-
dren, anywhere from six months
old to kindergarten age. The chil-
dren will be a diversified group
from all the various ethnic com-
munities surrounding the Trinity
campus. Thirty percent of the chil-
dren are expected to come from
low-income families, and the Cen-
ter will subsidize the tuitions of
these participants.
As for children of the Trinity
community, twenty-five percent of
the spaces will be reserved specif-
ically for these children. 'Ms. Fisher
adds, "This program is designed to
give those people of the commu-
nity the opportunity for quality
child care. Although the Trinity
community will be served, it is not
the Center's primary goal."
Anselmi explains that the Cen-
ter will be of great educational
value to the developmental psy-
chology department at Trinity.
Students will be able to conduct
research in the Center .strictly with
p pp f ^ ^
enrolled in the program. Anselmi
also mentioned (he possibility ol
an internship for Trinity students.
"The unique and exciting aspect
of the Center will be the interac-
tion between Center staff mem-
bers and the Trinity academic
community. This adds a new di-
mension to the child care field,"
Anselmi added. Currently, An-
selmi and the others on the board
are searching for a staff director
to take control of the program and
help them set up the Center.
The new director should be an-
nounced on or about February IB.
At this point, most of the staffing
decisions will be made. "The Di-
rector will be involved in the Cen-
ter from the ground up. He or she
will be like the Dean of Faculty of
the Center," said Anselmi.
Renovation of the area where the
Center will be located will begin
very soon. Ms. Fisher stated that
most of the noisy construction
work will take place over Spring
Break so as not to disrupt classes.
There will be a new entrance to
the Life Science Center along the
eastern wall to accommodate the
new Center.
The planned opening of the Cen-
ter is July 1.
Dean of Faculty Search Hears End
continued from page 1
tion. The rigors of the day included
interviews with department chair-
men, President English, an open
college forum, and dinner with the
Committee itself.
According to DePhillips,. the
committee attended "all events
open to the faculty," but only ob-
served. "We only went to listen;
we saved our questions for the din-
ner."
In addition, the two final candi-
dates each had breakfast with a
small group of students comprised
of President's Fellows, the SGA
president, and the student IDP
representative1
"Those students will submit to
me their opinions," DePhillips
added.
Ivey went through her follow-up
interview last Thursday, and Ham-
bly is scheduled to revisit Trinity
this Friday.
DePhillips expects the decision
to be made "as soon after Febru-
ary 1 [Hambly's interview] as pos-
sible." Of course, the members of
the committee must have a chance
to fully debate the decision; De-
Phillips warns that the decision
probably won't be made within a
day or two following Hambly's in-
terview.
After the Committee has come
to its decision, it will "pass a rec-
ommendation to the President for
his consideration." Thus, the ulti-
mate decision is will President
English's. .!
The individual named as the new
Dean of the Faculty will officially
take office on July 1,1985, making
the Fall Term of the 1985-1986 ac-
ademic year his or her first semes-
ter.
If DePhillips had a personal
choice, he would not say, choosing
to "keep an open mind right, up
until the end. I can honestly say
I'm right in the middle," he
claimed, "we have interviewed one
of them and we need the opportu-
nity to view the other under simi-
lar circumstances."
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Public Uninformed About The "Star Wars Defense
by Tim Black
In March of 1983 Ronald Reagan
challenged scientists to develop an
effective Ballistic Missile Defense
system, one with the ultimate ca-
pability of defending population
and industrial centers in -the USA
from massive nuclear attack. Since
then, the Strategic Defense Initia-
tive, or "Star Wars defense" as its
is called, has been championed, de-
nigrated, applauded, vilified and
modified. But the public, whom
everybody is anxious to protect
either with beams, bombs or bans,
is still largely uninformed as to the
nature, structure and strategic im-
plications of the Stategic Defense
Initiative.
Ballistic missile defense and the'
dream of invulnerability from nu-
clear attack is nearly as old as the
nightmare of the nuclear age. Our
parents, if they lived in a large city
or near a military base, may have
courted in the shadows of a Nike-
Zeus or Nike-X installation, mis-
siles deployed for civilian defense
in the late '50s and mothballed in
the late '60s. Ballistic missile de-
fense was laid to rest, or at least
laid to nap, in 1972 with the enact-
ment of the Anti-Ballistic Missile
Treaty which limited each side to
one missile defense system. They
put their's in Moscow. We put ours
in North Dakota.
The argument against anti-bal-
listic missiles in defense of stategic
weapons is that they are destabil-
izing and contribute to the escala-
tion of the arms race by
encouraging each side to build
enough offensive weapons to over-
whelm the defensive capabilities of
the defender.
But in fact, ICBMs used in a
Sen. Dole Gets The Job
Of Trimming The Budget
by Hutch Robbins
In the beginning of his second
term, the President faces an inter-
esting battle over the ever-grow-
ing deficit. While the
Administration, led by David
Stockman, is forming its own plan
to reduce the deficit, Congress is
examining the budget as well.
Senator Robert Dole (It-Kansas)
is heading a Senate committee de-
signed to develop a plan to reduce
the'deflcit for not only fiscal 1986,
but for the entire four years of Re-
agan's second term.
The current Administration, in fact
the Republicans in general, have
been plagued by the deficit politi-
cally and it is sure to be a large
issue in the Congressional elec-
tions of 1986 and 1988.
In order to reduce the deficit,
which is currently projected at
$230 billion for 1986, large cuts
will have to be made in the govern-
ment's spending allowance. A key
to an effective deficit-reducing
plan is a measure of cooperation
between Congress and the Admin-
istration, and skeptics believe that
one will have to give ground to the
other.
Dole's plan calls for a $50 billion
reduction in the 1986 deficit, and
an overall goal for the deficit of
fiscal 1988 at around $130 billion.
His plan has run into snags, sup-,
posedly opposition from the
Administration, and will not be re-
vealed until Febuary 19th. The
original target was Febuary 1st.
The concentration oi Dole's cuts
centers on the military and on do-
mestic institutions, especially so-
cial security. At one point, a freeze
in spending at 1985 levels was con-
sidered for both the military and
social security, but that is turning
out to be more and more of: a
dream. Last month Secretary of
Defense Casper Weinburger
trimmed $8.7 billion off the proj-
ected military budget of $286 bil-
lion for fiscal 1986. Recently, Dole
said that a freeze of Pentagon
spending would be impossible, but
he has since reconsidered. The idea
remains farfetched, but Dole says,
"We haven't backed away from
anything."
Any opposition to Dole's plan
seems to be coming from the
Administration, not the ' Demo-
crats. Although Stockman and
Dole stated publicly that they were
basically in agreement, most ex-
perts believe that Reagan has
strong feelings towards the mili-
tary cuts Dole is proposing. House
majority leader Tip O'Neil (D-Mas-
preemptive strike are ABMs too.
Short-range defensive systems are
inherently more stable than long-
range missiles because they can
serve only to preserve one's own
retaliatory capability, and not to
rob the other side of their's. Used
to defend ICBM silos, they ensure,
rather than determine deterrance.
Ironically, ABM systems in de-
fense of civilian and industrial tar-
gets are destabilizing. Because
nuclear weapons systems are hor-
rible, one-shot behavior modifica-
tion programs each side imposes
on the other, any deployment that
shields a nation from the conse-
quences of its actions would be un-
acceptable to the other, and to the
world. The spectre of a renegade
superpower invlunerable to attack
and unaccountable to any reckon-
ing sends shivers up and down
spines along the Patomic and the
Don, not to mention the Seine, the
Thames and the Rhine, and any
attempt to realize such a state of
affairs would be considered ade-
quate cause for mutual annihila-
tion.
The first key to escaping the
likely demise of humankind by
computer error or human miscal-
culation is to recognize, in the
words of Robert McNamera,
"...that nuclear weapons have no
military value whatsoever other
than to deter one's opponent for
their use." Implicit in that simple
statement are two specifications
that must shape the design of any
comprehensive defense strategy;
that it provide for a simultaneous
and gradual bilateral build-down of
each side's deterrence capability,
and that it redress imbalances in
conventional forces that perpetu-
ates the reliance on nuclear weap-
ons as the ultimate rear-guard
division.
The Strategic Defense Initia-
tive, as it is envisioned by Pres.
Reagan's Defensive Technologies
Study divides the ABM system into
four levels of defense, based upon
the four phases of flight of an
ICBM. These are; boost phase,
lasting perhaps 300 seconds; post-
boost phase, running approxi-
mately 7 minutes; the leisurely
midcourse phase, a twenty minute
ride; and the (literally) terminal
phase, the last 150 seconds in the
life of an intercontinental ballistic
missile, and of course, everybody
underneath it.
The esoteric weaponry of "Star
Wars" is what has attracted the
public's attention, partly, one sus-
pects, out of a desire to shoot them
off themselves. But laser and par-
ticle beam weapons are a rela-
tively small part of the defense
continued on page 7
sachusetts) said on January 16th
that he would not advocate the
blockage of a House vote on the
budget plan. Although this sounds
surprising, O'Neil is certainly toy-
ing with the idea of sitting back
and letting the Republicans worry
about what is becoming more and
more their own problem.
In the background of all these
numbers sits the President. He has
remained fairly low-key about the
whole situation, and it is easy to
see why. The deficit is no longer a
political problem for the Adminis-
tation. The goal of a $100 billion
deficit in 1988 set by the President
has been thrown out the window.
For Congress, the deficit has a
huge political implications. They
must consider the political ramifi-
cations of their actions, and hence
the burden lies on Senator Dole,
and his committee. How this mat-
ter is resolved, and what numbers
will come up, is yet to be seen.
Stay tuned for the first two-thirds
of Febuary, when the Administra-
tion and Congress will arrive at a




SGA Agenda for the meeting of
January 28, 1985
I. Chairperson opens meeting
II. Roll call
III. "Approval of minutes
TV. Old business ,
A. Committee reports







Council (IFC) President Andy
Merrill was interviewed by News
Editor Ellen Garrity last week. A
senior at Trinity, Merrill is a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha and is
a Resident Coordinator.
With all the recent changes in
the fraternity system at Trinity,
what do you see for the future?
" It's hard to say because we've
spent so much time dealing with
the present. We have made a lot
of progress. Sometimes we feel like
we're on thin ice since our future
is controlled by the Trustees. I
would like to see the national reps
from the fraternities get more in-
volved in the IFC. Our IFC is a
fledgeling organization and it could
use the help of the national reps.
Several times you've talked about
how much attendance over the
past two years has increased at
IFC meetings. What do you think
has caused the increase in at-
tendance?
Probably the tone that we set at
the beginning of the year. Those
of us who had been on the IFC
before had seen too many lonely
nights when only one or two peo-
ple would show up at a meeting. It
was time for the IFC to do some-
thing worthwhile.
Has the fraternity system re-
covered from the Crow incident?
Definitely! The way we came out
on AD proved that we had re-
covered.
How much has acting on AD
strengthened the IFC?
With AD, it was difficult to come
down hard on them. The other fra-
ternities feit very strongly about
it. Many of them thought the IFC
should have acted more harshly.
Our actions rubbed AD the wrong
way. They thought our statement
was made with a "holier than
thou" attitude. Everyone on the
IFC still respects AD, but any-
thing that happens to any of the
fraternities hurts all of us on the
IFC. I can understand AD wanting
to remain silent on the issue, but
they could have at least told the
IFC what happened.
Do you think St. A's move to-
wards coeducation will help the
IFC?
St. A's decision has made the
fraternity system more appealing.
It seems more real now. What St.
A's has done has provided the so-
cial system at Trinity with another
alternative.
What's the possibility of more
fraternities going coed?yPerhaps
not like St. A's but more like
DKE?
The answer is not to have existing
houses go coed — it's having alter-
natives. What we need is a bal-
anced social system.
The administration now respects
the IFC more. Why?
I've put in a lot of time talking to
them and that's what they wanted
from us all the time. It 's really im-
portant to keep communications
open. After our fire [Pike's Janu-
ary 25 fire, See page 1 for details.]
Wayne Gorlick-Asmus was helping
us, Chaplain Tull was, and so were
some other administrators. The
only way to solve the problem is to
open up a dialogue with the admin-
istration. We have to -understand
them and they have to understand
us. It shouldn't be guerrilla war-
fare. What we need is a relation-
ship where the administration and
the IFC have mutual respect.
United WSay
of the Capital Area




In the midst of the so-called
"Decade of Liberation" of the
196O's when much of Africa and
Asia threw off the European co-
lonial yoke, small remote island
territories like the Falkland Is-
lands and New Caledonia were
overlooked in the rush of newly
created nations.
However, during the 1982 An-
glo-Argentine War the Falklands
were thrust into the international
spotlight and now New Caledonia
(located in the south Pacific off the
East Coast of Australia) is receiv-
ing similar attention.
Unlike the Falklands, where the
small population was virtually all
pro-British, New Caledonia's pop-
ulation of 140,000 is more evenly
divided between the pro-independ-
ence indigenous Melanesians
(known as Kanaks) and European
settlers who favor remaining tied
to Prance. The tension between
these, two groups has intensified
greatly since the Kanaks, led by
Jean-Marie Tjibaou and the Kanak
Socialist National Liberation
Front, boycotted last fall's elec-
tions and set up road- blocks
throughout much of the island. The
resulting periodic rioting has
claimed twenty lives to date, and
culminated with the recent assasi-
nation of Kanak militant leader
Eloi Machoro by anti-independ-
ence supporters. The French
Administration was forced to de-
clare on Jan. 11th a State of Emer-
gency (which sets a curfew a
prohibits gathering of more than
five persons) and has been employ-
ing the French garrison of 3000
soldiers to quell further outbreaks
of violence.
In this highly polarized political
climate,, the person who stands to
come out the big loser is French
President Francois Mitterrand.
His handling of the New Caledon-
ian matter could well be the make-
or-break test in the upcoming 1986
elections for his Socialist Admin-
istration seeking to keep the cur-
rent majority it enjoys in the
National Assembly. To highlight
his commitment to an immediate
solution, Mitterrand flew to New
Caledonia on Jan. 19th to lend sup-
port to the peace efforts of his spe-
cial representative, Edgar Pisani.
Security was extraordinarily tight
throughout the President's one day
whirlwind visit, indicating the high
degree of tension in the country,
and Mitterrand was greeted by a
protest of nearly 40,000 anti-inde-
pendence settlers who carried out
their demonstration in defiance of
the ban on gatherings. The Pisani
Plan supported by Mitterand,
which has been called inadequate
by leaders on both sides of the con-
flict, calls for a July referendum
on the independence question,
while satisfying settler security
concerns by retaining French con-
trol over law and order institu-
tions, internal security, and
economic policy. Mitterrand has
gone our of his way to assuage the
settlers' forebodings, hinting that
perhaps settler-dominated areas
(such as the capital, Noumea)
would receive special status from
France. Despite Mitterrand's ov-
ertures, the anti-independence
groups, which are allied with the
opposition Gaaullist Party in
France, have rejected the plan as
a "sellout". They fear taht in the
event of independence the new
Kanak government would be radi-
cal enough to seek to ally New Ca-
ledonia with an outside foreign
power such as the USSR, and
would subsequently carry out re-
prisals against the pro-Freneh seg-
ments of the population.
The Kanaks, on the other hand,
are saying the Pisani plan is insuf-
ficient because it does not give the
unqualified independence they are
demanding; in fact, they have al-
ready threatened to repudiate
clauses in the plan that are favor-
albe to the settlers if it were en-
acted, thereby dissolving the
envisioned charter even before it
gets off the ground.
Mitterrand was cautiously opti-
mistic in his appraisal of the situ-
ation, saying upon his arrival back
in France "the string we feared
might be broken has been mended
and the dialogue continues." Un-
fortunately events make this re-
pair-job look temporary at best as
the armed camps of settlers and
Kanaks continue to denounce each
other in harsher terms and posi-
tions on both sides become further
radicalized. France is still haunted
by the bloody experience of the Al-
gerian Civil War in the early 1960's
when radical response of French
settlers to the native movement for
independence forced France to en-
ter a war it could not reasonably
win. In the aftermath of that con-
flict, approximately one million
Frenchmen were expelled by the
new Marxist Algerian govern-
ment, and the New Caledonian set-
tlers feel that a similar fate awaits
them if the Kanaks successfully
achieve independence. Mitterrand
has called for the strengthening
of the French military presence in
the region while continuing the
state of emergency indefinetly, and
has publicaly stated that France
would act to protect, its strategic
interests against any foreigft
power meddling in tfie island's af-
fairs.
While he and the Socialist Party
are ideologically committed to de-
coloization, Mitterrand so far made
no concessions to Kanak demands;
instead he has used the excuse that
he is unable to promise anything
continued on page 7
Sexism And Reagan's Administration
by Bridget McCormack
, World Outlook Staff
I never really worried out sex-
ism when 1 was very little. Ac-
tually, I never even knew there
was such a thing-it is really not a
common worry among seven year
olds. I don't think I ever even
thought about it until the third
grade.
I went to St. Bernards school in
Plainfield, New Jersy and Sr. Anne
Michael was my religion teacher.
One morning she told us.to draw a
picture of what we were going to
be when we grew up. Easy-I drew
myself with a big smile and a big
wave-I was the president of the
United States, of course.
Sr, Anne Michael laughed at it-
out loud. Only boys grew up to be
President, she said, and told me to
do it over. I should have drawn
myself as a priest the second time
around but I didn't think about it
at the time.,,
I was so angry. My mother had
lied-twice. She told me I could be
and she even told me I would make
a great president.
And why? what was different
about boys and girls? As far as I
could tell there wasn't any accept
for the fact that they looked differ-
ent and the boys tended to be
picked first in gym class. But those
weren't the important things any-
way. We were just as smart as they
were.
My mother assured me that Sr.
Anne Michael was wrong and I was
right and I believed her, because
that is what I wanted to believe.
And then I had fifth grade history
with Sr. Petronella.
American history. It didn't take
me long to find out that all the
presidents so far had been men. I
had to worry about it all over
again. And my mother came
through again. So I would change
that, she' said.
But from that point I was always
aware of sexism-although L didn't
associate that term with it until
high school. But I never really
understood it. I am waiting for any
reason why there is any basic ine-
quality between women and men.
But I know now that I never have
to worry about getting one. And I
no. longer want to be President.
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The process of converting an an-
cient and traditional nomadic peo-
ple to communism is not often
pretty. One of the most glaring ex-
amples of this has been taking
place in the deserts of Ethiopia.
Before we blindly shell out mil-
lions of dollars to aid the starving
people of Ethiopia it might be-
hoove us to take a good look at the
policies of that country's "leader,"
Col. Mengistu Haile Mariam. The
sheer incomptence of his regime
coupled with his- sh^fe political"
ideology should be reason enough
to question how effective our relief
dollars will be.
Famine is not a new concept to
the Ethiopian people. As recently
as ten years ago food shortages
plagued the African nation. At that
time Ethiopia collectivized its lands
under a national reform sponsored
by the ruling government — in
other words, they became commu-
nist.
Presently, ninety percent of
those collectivized lands account
for only six percent of the coun-
try's grain produce. Col. Mengistu
effectively rules Ethiopia through
his manipulation of the national
food supply.
So desperate is this dictator, that
when the people of the northern
towns of Tigre and Ertiea tried to
flee to neighboring Sudan, he sent
up Soviet-made Migs to drive them
back.
Recently, Mengistu helped cele-
brate the tenth anniversary of
communist rule in Ethiopia by
throwing a $100 million extrava-
ganza complete with, monuments
to himself, Lenin and Chernenko.
American liberals, you will remem-
ber, chided President Reagan for
spending a (privately funded) re-
cord $16 million on his first inaug-
uaral.
Who pays for Mengistu's cele-
brations? The Soviet Union, of
course. Over the years the Rus-
.haye, Dumped, well over $g
the Ethiopian Defense Fund, none
into the Ethiopian Famine Relief
Fund. In return, the Soviets main-
tain airfields and naval ports on
the coast of this strategic African
nation.
One of Col. Mengistu's greatest
allies is Libyian leader Col. Qad-
difi. Together, the two have mas-
terminded numerous assasination
attempts in Africa and have plot-
' ted the violent overthrows of Su-
dan arid Somalia.
The people of Ethiopia desper-
ately need our help. Still, we must
be sure that our aid is being used
to help the Ethiopian people and
not the armies of sworn enemies
of the United States.
think about-because it is omnipre-
sent.
Our own president, who brags
about how many women has ap-
pointed to high office lately,
dropped the Equal Rights Am-
mendment from his own party's
platform three years ago. And I
don't buy the "it will never get
through Congress" excuse-that is
a copout. I think it can more easily
be blamed on a reactionary admin-
istration than on Congress.
And everyone knows that Re-
agan has pledged his alleigance to
"ending the terrible national trad-
gedy of abortion." And with the
appointment of three new Su-
preme Court Judges of Jerry Fall-
well's choice, abortion will most
likely be made illegal. Avoiding ar-
guemnt for and against abortion
and sticking to the issue of sexism,
it will be men making a decision
for women-a choice they will never
be faced with.,
It is unfortunate that an amend-
ment is even needed to specify
such a basic value. It should be nat-
ural that men and women recieve
equal treatment.
Unfortuately our counrty is filled
with Sr. Anne Michaels and Ron-
ald Reagans and for that very rea-
son there is a crucial need for this





Silent film star Greta Garbo plays
the role of a tortured woman with
a past returning home to meet her
father after many years of separa-
tion. Don't miss the beautiful and
mysterious Garbo in her first
sound film. 90 min.
ORLD OUTLOOK
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On Jan. 15th the Supreme Court
attempted to reach a compromise
between students' safety and their
privacy in the public school sys-
tem. His Justice Barry White
wrote, "This standard will, we
trust, neither unduly hinder the ef-
forts of school authorities to main-
tain order in their schools nor
authorize unrestrained intrusions
upon the privacy of school chil-
dren." But what resulted is a
greater sense of conflict between
the two.
The case, New Jersey v. T.L.O
was the end-product of a question-
able search occurring in 1980. It
began whan a teacher saw two
girls smoking cigarettes in a bath-
room. The two girls were taken to
the vice principal to whom one of
the girls confessed to smoking,
which was against the school's
rules. The other girl, identified
only by the initials T.L.O., claimed
that she did not smoke. But whan
the vice principal searched her
purse he found a pack of ciga-
rettes, a packet of rolling paper, a
small amount of marijuana, a pipe,
some empty plastic bags, forty dol-
lars, an index card headed "People
who owe me money", and two let-
ters that indicated that she was
selling marijuana.
The question then before the
courts was whether or not the
search was legal and therefore
whether or not the contents dis-
covered in the girl's purse were
permissible as evidence. A lower
court deemed the search legal and
sentenced her to one years proba-
tion. A higher, court overruled the
decision on the grounds that the
evidence was illegally obtained,
only to have its ruling overturned
by the Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court justified its
ruling in writing that school offi-
cials do not need "probable cause"
to search a student's belongings,
only a reasonable expectation that
the search will turn up evdience of
violations of criminal or civil laws
or even schools rules.
In an attempt to preserve stu-








For you and for the world. Peace Corps will combine
your education with training to prepare you for a
volunteer position in: • Education • Fisheries •
Health • Agriculture • Forestry or other areas. You'll
meet new people, learn a new language, experience
a new culture and gain a whole new outlook. And .
while you're building your future, you'll be helping
people in developing countries learn the basics of
technological advancement.
Information session Mar, 5th,
4pm. Placement interviews




continued from page 6
because the French Constitution
requires a referendum before in-
dependene. Mitterrand is trying to
keep his options open, and has the
capacity to do the unexpected as
he did in commiting French troops
to Chad in an action which shat-
tered his image as a foreign policy
dove who shies away from conflict.
With referendum negotiation be-
ginning to stall and French elec-
toral pressures growing in fav.or of
decisive action to find a solution to
the New Caledonia dilemma, Mit-
terrand's political future hangs
upon his ability to mix aecomoda-
tion and coercion in hammering out
an agreement to what currently
appears to be an unresolvable sit-
uation.
Failure to do so will no doubt
discredit peaceful initiatives, spon-
sor another escalation of violence,
and reinforce the harbingers of
civil war which are already appear-





Amendment, though, the Supreme
Court made, the vaugue statement
that the search methods "must be
reasonably related to the objective
of the search and not excessively
intrusive in light of the age and the
sex of the student and the nature
of the infraction." Further high-
lighting the above conflict of state-
ments was the Court's failure to
define "reasonable grounds."
In the 6-3 decision Justice John
Stevens, William Brennan, and
Thurgood Marshall dissented. Jus-
tice Steven's wrote in his partial
dissent, "For the court, a search
for curlers and sunglasses in order
to enforce the school dress code is
apparently just as important as a
search for evdience of heroin add-
iction or violent gang actvity."
In rejecting the majority deci-
sion he suggested that searches
should be allowed only if they can
be expected to find "evidence that
the student is violating, the law or
engaging in conduct that is seri-
ously disruptive oof schools order
or the educational process." Mean-
while Justice Brennan attacked the
"reasonableness," standard as
"unclear, unprecedented and un-
necessary." The "balancing test,"
he criticized, "portends a danger-
ous weakening of the purpose of
the Fourth Amendment to protect
the privacy and security of our cit-
izens."
Greater authority for school of-
ficials is absolutly necessary to
combat criminal actions such as
drug dealing. Unfortunately this
"conceptual free-for-all" may as
Brennan noted set school officials
"hopelessly adrift." Worse yet the
Court may have "given them a
hunting license to decide what is
, reasonable," as Dr. Harold Howe,
a former education commission
claimed.
\ I THIS AWWRW1QN
The Current Nuclear Policy Doomed
continued from page 5
system. The majority of missile in-
terception would be done by frag-
mentation rockets and
hypervelocity guns, machine guns
of sort which use electromagnetic
energy to fire guided projectiles,
so called "smart bullets". There is
nothing about the weaponry that
is either more or less horrible than
the current catalogue of death
dealing and focusing on this aspect
of the plan detracts from consid-
eration of more fundamental is-
sues. There is, in the structure of
the plan, a way to relieve, if not
eradicate nuclear terror and this
should be the proper topic of de-
bate.
The Reagan administration plans
to develop and deploy the terminal
phase component of the system at
the earliest date. This system, as
it can provide full protection only
to a limited location, will be de-
ployed around ICBM sites. This
makes sense, both from technical
and strategic perspective. Hard
silos are less vulnerable to proxi-
mate nuclear blasts than are civil-
ian populations, and although the
deployments are an abrogation of
the ABM treaty, perhaps it is a
treaty that requires abrogation.
Both the USSR and the US would
be better served by short range
defenses than intercontinental
preemptive strike weapons, weap-
ons, whose great destructive capa-
bility invites "long-range"
calculations.
The question of deploying popu-
lation defense systems is a stickier,
wicket. Any deployement must be
nearly simultaneous between all
participating nuclear powers, and
must affect deterrence with non-
participating nuclear powers.
China, for one, is not going to al-
low the Soviet Union or any other
nuclear power to upset its deter-
rence capability and yet it cannot
afford an ambitious project like
this now or well into the twenty-
first century.
I have an idea that might resolve
some of these problems. I propose
that all participating nuclear pow-
ers deploy underbuilt systems, that
is, systems capable of defending
against an attack by all opposing
ICBMs only if they had single war-
heads. Then, by mutual and veri-
fiable treaty, they could de-MIRV
those missiles at an agreed upon
rate in order to ensure parity at
any given time. This, of course,
would have to take into account
not only total available warheads
but. also total possible targets. Nu-
clear powers not party to the de-
fense system could retain their
ability to retaliate by maintaining
warheads at a level sufficient to
. overwhelm the defense. In addi-
tion, "maniac states" with nuclear
or near nuclear capability (i.e.,
S.Africa, someday Libya), would
lose their ability to act unilaterally
with nuclear force, effectively rais-
ing the cost of membership in the
nuclear club by a factor of a
hundred or a thousand;
Concomitant with this action
must come a re-evaluation of con-
ventional : military strength with
the goal being non-nuclear parity.
It is not trucluence that keeps the '
U.S. from renouncing first use of
nuclear weapons. It is the. fact that.
thermonuclear war, is ; Ameriqa's
ace-in-the-silo defense against
Warsaw Pact superiority in con-
ventional warfare.
Effective strategic defenses
would impact tactical nuclear pol-
icy also. The main restraint on the
use of theatre nukes is the threat
of strategic retaliation. With such
threats ineffective and restraint
unbounded, theatre nuclear wae-
pons, which are largely invulnera-
ble to space defense systems would
seriously unbalance conventional
parity in the other direction, given
that NATO enjoys a lead in the
development of tactical weapons.
The aim haere should be more than
equality of stregth, but also stand-
ardization of the types of strength
each side' possesses.
There are numerous technical
and diplomatic hazards in persuing
the Strategic Defense Initiative.
There are certainly more hazards
in doing nothing to change the di-
rection of arms policy.
Nuclear freeze policies do not
address the fact that developing
defensive technologies change the
balance of terror as much as pro-
liferating offensive ones does. The
current policy works, but it will
inevitably lead to disaster; whether
by accident, miscalculation or des-.
peration.
In the last analysis, our most
vexing and important problem is
our need to war. In these terrify-
ing times, we may focus our anger
at the mighty weapons which op-
pose us, but the real enemy is the
need to war, and the psychological
ability to war. And perhaps it is a-
question worth asking whether a
civilization that requires periodic
massive bloodshed deserves to sur-
vive.
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TRINITY TRIPOD
Should Gay Alliance Be Tolerated?
How Safe Is Safe?
With all the hoopla about rising crime rates, the pro-
priety of taking the law into one's own hands, and the
helplessness society feels in the face of lax criminal
codes, it is easy to get swept up in a sort of paranoia
concerning personal safety and the precautionary meas-
ures one can take to feel more secure. Several students
have voiced their opinions concerning the role of security
at Trinity on page 10 of this issue.
Trinity security does an efficient job for the amount
of money alloted to it. Security escorts are, on the whole,
prompt and reliable. Students are able to file complaints
at Mather with the best hopes that something will be
done. Considering the neighborhood Trinity is situated
in, security does an excellent job. However, everything
can stand a little improvement. Let's not wait for some-
thing horrible to happen before we reassess the work-
ability of Trinity security, lets improve upon it now.
It's easy to believe rumors of assaults and vandalism,
it's easier to retell them to our friends, parents, and
prospective students when they ask us what we don't
like about college. If we are dissatisfied at all with the
job security is doing, we should be informing the admin-
istration and the head of security. Rather than wait to
become victims of crime, we must act now to take further
precautionary measures. Brighter lights in parking lots,
security cameras on Crescent St., foot patrol security
guards to escort students on short distances (it is nearly
impossible to take an escort from the library to Cines-
tudio), all these measures would lead to peace of mind
for some of us. How do we go about securing ourselves
without locking out the entire Hartford community? In
other words, how much is too much? We cannot shut
ourselves off from the rest of the world, but we can't
live with the constant fear of vulnerablity to any criminals
or maniacs. Ail we ask is to have more funds put in to
the present security system. If we wait until a "serious"
crime or rash of crimes occur, then it will be too late
for any improvements to have the intended deterrent
effect.
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To the Editor
While passing through Mather, I
have noticed a large number of
signs placed in rather conspicuous
places announcing yet another
meeting of the Trinity Gay-Les-
bian Alliance. I believe these signs
to be in poor taste and an embar-
rassment to this college. Who or
what any student at Trinity
chooses to engage in sexual rela-
tions with is not of the slightest .
interest to me, nor do I consider
the matter to be any of my busi-
ness. But when a small number of
individuals choose to turn a pri-
vate concern into a public issue I
believe that matters have gotten
out of hand. I do not consider my-
self, nor the many others who have
taken objection to the display of
these signs, to be "frightened" of
gays or to be suffering from any
kind of "homophobia" as John Bo-
nelli would suggest. But I do re-
fuse to accept sodomy as a virtue.
Bonelli and others like him may
choose to assert that there is more
to being gay than simply sexual
preference- that close personal re-
lationships and even love between
members of the same sex are the




I was glad to see the beginning
of a discussion of the current abor-
tion protests in the Tripod of Jan-
uary 22 ("Abortion Clinic
Bombings: Reaction Shows Trou-
ble"). While I condemn the recent
bombings of abortion clinics and
threats of violence to health care
workers, I am also concerned about
another aspect of the rhetoric of
the anti-abortion forces. I bring it
up in the interest'of further discus-
sion of reproductive rights and
public policy.
My first concern is that in the
most recent attacks on tHe right to
choose, the pregnant woman has
become invisible. The fetus is
talked and written about as though
it exists independently, all, by it-
self, floating around somewhere.
A woman considering an abortion,
. listening to the anti-choice forces,
could feel totally disconnected
from her body, as though her body
was not hers. Although an organic
part of the woman's body, in anti-
abortion rhetoric, the fetus by its
existence deprives a .woman of
owning her physical being. The
woman's body becomes the prop-
erty of the state, and rules and
regulations regarding her body a
subject for public debate. Woman
become wards of the state.
Women, by implication, are. not
suited for making moral decisions.
When women are explicitly con-
sidered, the consequences are
again deplorable. I am convinced
that a major cause for the degree
of trauma that some women hav,e
expressed concerning abortions
they have had has been the vitu-
perative name calling and psycho-
logically violent nature of the
attacks on women, and physicians,
medical professional, and other in-
dividuals who perform abortions or
support the pictures of fetuses, and
. distorted discussions of fetal pain
are all insulting to the adults who
support abortion rights — few of
whom come to that support with-
out considerable serious thought.
In fact, organizations such as
"Women Exploited by Abortion,"
in my mind, are more exploitive of
women who have had abortions by
playing on their guilt and fears
than any aspect of health care pro-
cedure surrounding abortions.
The abortion issue is complex.
Very few women have abortions
without thinking long and hard
about their decisions. Women are
not unthinking, irresposible, or in-
capable of moral thought. Let us




gay. But if we take even a moment
to evaluate this position, we real-
ize that all of us enjoy some close,
personal relationship with mem-
bers of the same sex although hone
of these relationships can be char-
acterized as homosexual ones. We
all have old friends who we feel
close to and confide in without
even a suggestion of sex entering
in to these relationships. It is clear
that the determining factor in
someone being characterized as
gay is their sexual preference.
Sexual preference, whether
homosexual or heterosexual, can
never be an adequate basis for an
officially recognized and funded
organization at this or any other
self-respecting institution. Those
who speak of the need to promote
"Gay Rights" forget that gays are
also citizens of the United States
who therby enjoy the same consti-
tutional rights as other Ameri-
cans. Gays can expect no more- it
has never been the legitimate
realm of the law to protect people
from their own discretions.
Sexual preference is a personal
matter which has no rightful place
on the bulletin boards of Trinity.
Samuel C. Slaymaker
The following is an editorial reply to Mr. Slaymaker's letter. The Tripod
Editorial Board feels that this letter deserves an immediate response.
Dear Mr. Slaymaker,
Your letter, both in its content
and .tone, perfectly expresses why
the homosexual community, more
than any other minority on this
campus, must make itself visible (if
only in the innocuous medium, of
the bulletin board). I don't find it
necessary here to point out my ob-
jections to your diatribe, for they
are far too many. Your statement
that any "self-respecting" institu-
tion should not fund a gay organi-
zation alone is more than enough
to make me seriously doubt the hu-
manity of the students of this col-
lege (if you are indeed
representative).
You must realize that to be gay
does not carry with it outward,
identifiable characteristics. A stu-
dent who is having problems with
his/her sexual identity does not
have a "brother" or "sister" with
whom he can safely confide with-
out the fear of being thought of as
an."embarassment to this college"
(and following, society at large).
This college is a liberal institu-
tion. That is, liberal in its, purest-
sense — an institution which serves
to liberate the mind from the nar-
row confines which stifle intellec-
tual growth. To be liberalized is, in
part, to' permit freedom of action,
especially with matters of personal
belief and freedom of expression;
to be free to practice traditional
ideas, but not be bound by them.
I should think that any liberally
educated person with a modicum
of intelligence might realize that
there are some groups in this so-
ciety which are misunderstood and
often misrepresented. Your letter
is a flagrant example of that mis-
understanding, as well as a state-
ment of the hostility that you and
many feel toward your fellow stu-
dents.
The issue at hand is a deeply per-
sonal one for me. In high school, a
very good and close friend (much
as the ones you have described)
committed suicide for no apparent
reason. His mother allowed me to
read his final words. That incident
hs left me permanently changed.
Steve committed suicide because
he was afraid he might be a hom-
osexual. An intelligent and beau-
tiful young man; honor student and
captain of the tennis team; enor-
mously popular; he died because he
was afraid, and he saw no solution
and no way out.
For all any of us know, there
may be many students on this very
campus who find themselves in ex-
actly that position. It is not, Mr.
Slaymaker, a matter of taste. A
sign but announcing a meeting of
a campus group, which you en-
lighteningly find so repulsive,
might serve to let * student know
that there are people'who are will-
ing to support him through a very
difficult time. People who will k t
him know that he is still a mean-
ingful part of society who many
will accept as such; and to prepare
him to the insensitivity of those
like yourself.
And if that sign serves that pur-
pose just once, I say AMEN. Be-






Before the Presidential Elec-
tion, the public squabbled about
who won the televised debates. Oc-
casionally, one candidate would
raise an issue that made him rise
above his opponent; but in the end,
a clear victor was never evident.
, "An Inaugural Debate" (Tripod,
Jan. 22) provides and interesting
comparison.
Mr. Rubinger mentions some in-
teresting issues about image-mak-
ing and rightly cautions us against
the power of the press in shaping
American public opinion. How-
ever, he fails to raise any doubt in
my mind that Ronald Reagan,
should be our President.
Rubinger seems intent on ques-
tioning Reagan's ability to be a de-
cisive and responsible leader. He
also seems to underestimate the
value of optimism and patriotism,
Both optimism and patriotism pro-
vide tremendous motivation for in-
dividualsto, improve their
community. When tens of thou-
sands of communities are consid-
ered as a whole, the contribution
of a single individual acquires sig-
nificance. One of the resultants of
Reagan's first term has been the
development of a sense of com-
munity that enhances the effects
of his policies, which have been
working for the last four years.
Mr. Babbit's article refreshes our
memories of the first term- and
Reagan's success relative to his
predecessors. It is true that there
is unfinished business. But the
more important truth is that prog-
ress is being made in the economy,
in arms control, and in foreign pol-
icy. Babbit reinforces the landslide
victory by reviewing the record. I
also find his prediction of the sec-
ond .term as a completion of the
first term to be very perceptive.
"An Inaugural Debate" is, in my
opinion, a contrast to the real de-
bates. If I were to determine the
winning side, the choice would be
far easier. Babbit appears to suc-
cessfully advocate the Reagan side
by simply stating the realities of
America on the rise. Meanwhile,
Rubinger's pessimistic attitude
falls flat when he tries to question
an administration that works.
Stephen L. Steinberg
tJflite@cS W a y o f t h e Capital Area
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OMMENTARY
It seems to me that within each -
person there lies a personal dream
— a challenge that must be fulfil-
ledd and then replaced with some-
thing even more dangerous and
deranged. For some, it is climbing
Mt. Everest. For others it is hunt-
ing on the Serengetti plain. For
me, it is watching bowl games.
This year, I watched eleven bowl
games in the space of about a week
and a half. It was a personal re-
cord. And lest you think,watching
bowl games is not on a par with
scaling Everest, let me assure you
that the physical and mental an-
guish, not to mention the strain on
loved ones, is equal to, if not sur-
passing, anything the Himalayas
can dish out.
I'm not sure which one I watched
first. I'm even less sure who
played. There was a game between
Kentucky and somebody, I think. I
remember that it was dark when
they finished playing, I also re-
member that some running back's
wife had given birth to a son that
morning after something like
twenty hours in labor. The running
back was twenty or twenty-one,
and had a name that was a collec-
tion of rhythmic grunts. Some-
thing like "Freddy Don Lee, III"
or "Larry Bob Ohara" or "Jimmy
Ralph Haynes." For some reason,
I seem to remember something
The Spectator
MARTIN BIHL • Contributing Editor
about his naming the kid with
something that began with a "Z."
But I could be wrong.
While I was watching that, I re-
member flipping back and forth to
a game that was on ESPN. This
one may have been the Blue Bon-
net Bowl, but your guess is as good
as mine. It was during this game,
though, that two great truths were
revealed to me about myself. First,
I cannot sit in the same chair
through two football games, and
second, I have trouble concentrat-
ing on a football game between two
teams I have never heard of. For
example, Texas Christian Univer-
sity. In the 1984 Blue Bonnet
Bowl, Texas Christian University
lost to West Virginia. Does any-
body know where in Texas, Texas
Christian University is? Does any-
body know why people go there,
outside of the off chance that they
might be seen there during the
Blue Bonnet Bowl? What do they
major in, out there, shoulder pads?
Do they have courses in clever
things to shout at the camera dur-
ing a bowl game?
The Aloha Bowl I remember
pretty vividly because it was one
of the two bowl games I watched
that was played in Hawaii. I could
have very easily missed this one,
as it involved Notre Dame and
Southern Methodist (two teams I
have never knowingly rooted for),
but I felt, as an English major., a
certains sense of responsibility to
watch my department chairwom-
an's alma mater stomp a bunch of
rabid midwestern Catholics. On the
other hand, I didn't feel so respon-
sible that I couldn't read a book
between the big plays. I mean, I'm
only an English major for a short
while.
Runners, when talking about the
marathon, often mention a phe-
nomenon they refer to as "hitting
the wall" and explain that it occurs
at the two-thirds point in the race.
They describe how suddenly, total
exhaustion sets in, how the brain
loses control over the bodily func-
tions, and how a general belief that
they have made a major mistake
Greenland Defends His Role
To the Trinity Community:
It is indeed deplorable that Mark
Wlodarkiewicz and his compa-
triots in slander failed so misera-
bly in presenting the truth
surrounding my resignation as
TCAC President. Last week's "ex-
pose" was largely sensational and
. strayed viciously from the FACTS
of the situation. I am compelled to
set the record straight. The innu-
endo that graced the pages last
week was the work of a sorrowful
lot, who seek to discredit me and
place all blame for TCAC's prob-
lems on my shoulders.
On December 10, 1984 (exactly
one month after Dan Moalli and I
spoke of the imminence of my res-
ignation due to my frustration with
TCAC), I resigned as President of
' TCAC. My resignation was not re-
lated to any "Fiscal Mismanage-
ment," but was due to lack of
cooperation from the Executive
Board and dissatisfaction with the
student body's commitment to
TCAC. I had wearied of trying to
coerce people to be more open-
minded, progressive, and respon-
sible. I was no longer willing to be
TCAC's whipping boy, while le-
thargic, ineffective and self-inter-
ested individuals back-stabbed me.
I am nauseated by the attitude that
Spring Weekend is all that mat-
ters about TCAC, therefore, I re-
fuse to lead a group operating in
that environment. I stand on my
diverse programming, like the
Video Nights, Nite Sprite, One
People and Urban Blight.
TCAC's basic problems are stu-
dent apathy and poor advertising,
problems which I saw I could not
correct without the support of the
Executive Board. By Thanksgiv-
ing it was apparent that I no longer
had that support. For too long I
had carried TCAC with little or no
support. Also, Phil O'Brien has
been irresponsible in his handling
of the TCAC financial situation.
His widespread editorializing has
neither improved TCAC's situa-
tion, nor shed any light on why
there is any mystery about TCAC's
expenditures. Why does he ask
how Tcac has spent-its money? If
anyone knows, he does. The fact
that I signed all of the TCAC check
requests is certainly a reflection of
the valuable contribution Claire
Capeei made as TCAC's Treas^
urer. If Ms. Capeei claims she was
refused the opportunity to sign
check request, pick up checks, or
that she "never saw any of the ex-
penditures," she is lying to her-
self. I know better. Let s/he who
is without blame for TCAC's finan-
cial difficulty cast the first stone.
It is absurd that I am subject to
criticism because of my enthusi-
asm and initiative. If autocratic
leadership is a crime, jail me. But
jail the Executive Board, too, be-
cause autocracy does not come
about as a result of one man's ac-
tions. I lead by example, and un-
fortunately, within TCAC I had no
Cooperation Asked
Last summer, the Summer Plan-
ning Group met and developed a
proposal for a new curriculum.
This proposal has been presented
to both the faculty and the student
. body. Last semester the issues and
changes that were raised provoked
many people to get involved and
express their own ideas. Faculty
forums were held and letters were
written to both the Tripod and to
the faculty curriculum committee.
We are members of this faculty
curriculum committee chaired by
Professor John Williams.
This semester the committee is
" reviewing and revising the Sum-
mer Planning Group's report in
light of all the ideas sparked by the
campus reaction to it. We feel that
it is both necessary and important
to get student's input on the cur-
riculum. As members of the com-
mittee we can bring these views to
the faculty's attention in hopes of
influencing the final proposal. To
do so, we will be sending out ques-
tionaires and holding a series' of
open discussions. We would appre-
ciate it if upon receiving these
questionaires in your mailbox you
would fill them out and return
them to either box 1129 or 593.
Both the faculty and administra-
tion are interested in the views of
the student body and will welcome
any ideas.
Beyond the questionaires, if you
would like you,r views to be
brought before the committee
please direct your letters to either
of us. The Summer Planning Group
report is on closed reserve in the
library and copies are available
from Dean Spencer. :
Kathryn George box 59S
Roberta Glaser box 1129
peer in terms of running, plan-
ning, and supervising events. I re-
signed because I saw that my
judgment was constantly -being
questioned by people who were not
qualified to understand what I was
trying to accomplish. No one that
I know has taken as much pride or
invested as much time in any ex-
tracurricular activity as I had with
TCAC, My association with"TCAC
has been a great personal sacri-
fice, and no one should suspect my
motives. People act as if I've
started a Swiss account with
TCAC money, but I have not, and
no one can prove that I've done
anything wrong or taken anything
that was not mine. I have not done
these things. Face the facts, too
few people "attended TCAC events
and the effect is now painfully ev-
ident. Support TCAC, if you care
about it, by going to the events. I
am not the problem.
In the future, I trust the Tripod
and their less-than reputable
sources will do a better job re-
searching their hot leads. Last
week's article should not have been
printed in the form that it was. It
is unfair to impugn my character
without any factual basis. If the
Tripod prints unsubstantiated ru-
mors, it fails in its duty to inform
the college community. Stick to re-
porting the news. The college
would have been better served by
a probing of how the -Arthur
Schlesinger lecture, which cost
nearly $5500, only mustered $50
in support from academic depart-
ments, and how much money
TCAC "wasted" on programming
for Homecoming Weekend. This
controversy is contrived, and is
benefitting the arguments against
free speech. Worry about TCAC in
a fashion that helps them solve
their problems, not one that cre-
ates new ones. I won't tolerate this
character assassination next time.




Editor's Note: The Tripod respects
the confidentiality of its sources.
The specific article Mr. Greenland
refers to makes no mention of Mr.
Wlodarkiewicz nor does it indicate
any of his opinions on the matters
at hand. It is unknown why Mr.
Greenland has chosen to implicate
Mr. Wlodarkiewicz in the above
l e t t e r . • • • • . .
thinking they could run for twenty-
six mites sets in.
After the Fiesta Bowl (in which
UCLA beat poor old Bernie Kosar
and the University of Miami), I had
a similar experience. I began star-
ing blankly at the televison set. I
stopped blinking and, on occasion,
stopped breathing. I found I
couldn't remember the names of
the teams I was watching, and was
losing track of the score. I couldn't
tell if I was watching the begin-
ning of a new game or the end of
an old one. I began to lose control.
Now, part of this was N.B.C.'s
fault. Not that there was some sort
of subconscious, radiation mind
control plot. No, it was more sub-
tle, and infinitely more twisted
that that.
For one of the bowl games,
N.B.C. had hooked up a camera to
a series of wires, thus enabling the
camera to hover menacingly over
the field. This in itself would have
been hard to handle, the fact of a
television camera loitering in
space. But what was really sick
was that because this camera could
go anywhere on the field (and, of
course, bring the viewing audience
with it) it would, on occasion, zoom
into a huddle. Or hover over the
quarterback's shoulder. Or go any
number of places a camera can't
usually go. Of course, they didn't
explain the wires to any of us in
the viewing audience until the
game was almost' over, by which
point I was firmly convinced that
I had lost my mind.
As I began to babble about flying
cameras, my parents began to
worry. Well, perhaps "worry" isn't
quite the right word. Because you
have to remember that at this point
I had been spending the better part
of a week monopolizing the televi-
sion set. And even that didn't
really, bother them until New
Year's Day when I also comman-
deered the VCR as well. While I
watched the Rose Bowl, I taped,
the Cotton Bowl. While I watched
the Orange Bowl, I taped the
Sugar Bowl. And while I was turn-
ing into a football zombie in the
den, my family was relegated to
entertaining themselves with the
tiny portable in the kitchen. To be
honest, watching them fight and
maneuver and wrestle was often
more exciting than anything I was
watching. But I had a dream. Ah,
the demands of a dream.
When the Hula Bowl came on,
my last Bowl game of the '84 sea-
son, I discovered that televised col-
lege football made me physically
ill. I couldn't watch Doug Flutie
roll out without getting dizzy. And
every time I saw an "Up-Close and
Personal" look at some twenty-
year-old neanderthal communica-
tions major from the University of
Southern Sludge, whose neck
measurement was wider than my
waist, I got nauseous. I felt uncom-
fortably like Malcolm McDowell in
"A Clockwork Orange."
But this is a small price to pay
for completing a personal chal-
lenge. Now I can move on to big-
ger and better things. Things of
more worldly importance, things
of more social relevance. Like
watching all the. NCAA basketball




Tolerance is a virtue admired far
and wide. For such a highly sought
after commodity, however, there
seems to be precious little of it
going around.
One of the few: student trends
that I have observed during my
three years at Trinity is the fact
that it seems as if everyone comes
back from winter break and their
entire lives fall apart. People
change roommates and best
friends in January the way that
they change their clothes during
the rest of the year. As sad as I
find this state of affairs, I myself
can't help but admit to being ex-
tremely annoyed with people at
this most touchy time of year,
Being a success at the interper-
sonal relationship game is depend-
ent on the acceptance of the
inherent imperfection of human
beings. Oiice you realize this vital
fact, dealing with others becomes
considerably easier. People who
continue to expect perfection, re-
gardless of the undeniable facts
which stare them in the chops
every day, deserve, in my humble
estimation, whatever they get.
Following are some examples of
annoying habits that can kill a
friendship:
List-makers: These people have
memories like steel traps. In my
experience, the most annoying ex-
ample of this is someone I've
known who insists not only on tell-
ing people every time they have
misused the subjunctive tense, but
on keeping a sort of running tab of
the number of times you have com-
mited this grammatical faux pas.
Most people's reaction to this
will probably be "what is the sub-
junctive tense anyway?" This is a
justifiable question in my opinion,
since I have rarely heard the sub-
junctive tepse used in spoken Eng-
lish. It is certainly not something
worth risking your life over. E.E.
Curninjngs described it this way:
"since feeling is,first/who pays any
attention/to the syntax of things"
It is one thing to correct the gram-
mar of a' small child who is just
learning the language, but when it
is the grammar of a 20-year old
that is being corrected, the reac-
tion is bound to be unfavorable.
Many a friendship has washed up
on the rocks of life over this one
alone.
Another thing that list makers
love to do is to count all the things
that you don't like to eat. There is
nothing more annoying,' unless it's
having your grammar corrected,
than to be told that, as of the pres-
ent, there are 165 edible items that
you don't like. I never knew I
didn't like 165 things and I'm sure
no'one else cares, but due to their
having nothing better to think
about, list makers are compelled to
f6rmulate lists of all sorts of trivial
and insignificant information. My
only comment to list makers is to,,
echo the sentiments of humorist
.Fran Lebowitz: "Great people talk
about ideas, average people talk
about things, and small people talk
about wine."
Kurt Vonnegut, in his novel
Slapstick, has come up with what
I consider to be a cure for January.
.If you're interested in maintaining^
the relationships in your life, per-
haps you should take his recom-
mendations to heart:
"I cannot distinguish between
the love that I have for people and
the love I have for dogs. . . I wish
that people who are conventionally
supposed to love each other would
say to each other, when they fight,
'Please — a little less love, and a
little more common decency.'" It
seems to me that common decency
can be utilized to save a lot of
friendships. In January especially,
treading softly around touchy peo-
ple is a good idea; tolerance and
common decency should be kept in
id
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ETTERS
Students Cite Security Concerns BLOOM COUNTY
by Virginia Beth Rowan
and Kasia Daly
Students at Trinity College are
concerned about campus security.
Although Security has a fine re-
cord, there is still much room for
improvement.
Recently a student was harassed
on the seemingly safe second floor
of the Library. One would think
that a girl1 trying to do her home-
work at 6:30 on a weeknight in the
Library wouldn't have to worry
about being accosted by three
youths attempting to massage her-
thighs. Part of a solution to this
problem is studying with another
person, but this can't be the entire
answer. Library workers should
take the repsonsibility of provid-
ing a safe place to study by screen-
ing entrants more closely,
expelling trouble-makers, and call-
ing Security when necessary.
The president of the IFC is con-
sidering setting up a system of vol-'
untary fraternity escorts from the
"Library to dorms. But the whole
escort system itself should be
closely examined. Many students
complain that it is difficult to con-
tact an escort, pointing out that
escorts often don't provide door-
to-door safety, which forces some
to walk through dark archways and
unsafe stairwells. Nanny Tellier
relates that she requested a secu-
rity escort at 10:30 one Sunday
night, but she was told to wait 15
minutes three different times. The
fourth time, she was told that she
would have to wait 25 minutes for
the car to refuel. At 11:30, she
walked from the Tri-Delt house to
Jarvis alone, "I was furious, so, so
mad. It was stupid of me to walk,
but 1 wanted to go home at 10:30.
With Security, I might have made
it by twelve."
Obviously, Trinity needs more
manpower to escort students with
less waiting, from door-to-door, so
that students won't be forced to
take chances. Shift changes, which
cause delays, could be staggered to
provide continuous, faster service.
Escorts on foot rather than in cars
would prevent the chance of being
assaulted in doorways and stair-
wells.
Last year, $35,000.00 was spent
on new cameras for the Trinity
campus. "What about the cam-
eras? Have you noticed they are
focused on guest and faculty park-
ing lots, never on student lots?"
commented John Theodorocopo-
lous. The cameras are effective. If
cameras were placed behind Aus-
tin Arts and Life Sciences, attend-
ing sporting and cultural events
would be safe.
Simple precautions such . as
changing dorm combinations more
frequently would make the dorms
more secure. Students can help
with this too. Don't give combina-
tions out to passers-by. Instead,
ask for an I.D., or work the combo
without giving it out.
Perhaps the College's open cam-
pus policy fails to promote a posi-
tive atmosphere in the community
because this policy makes it easier
for vagrants and burglars to gain
access to potential victims. These
crimes, however few, foster a feel-
ing of paranoia among students,
and this becomes the foundation of
prejudice which makes Trinity a
more hostile, negative place. One
student suggested that "A closed
campus with an intensified identi-
fication and gate system would
definitely increase . our
safety...Having been a victim of an
assault on this campus only two
months ago, I've seen the need for
increased security only too close. I
am frightened to be on this cam-
pus."
Many students feel that more
money should be allocated to se-
curity to provide for an increase in
manpower. Then there wouldn't be
such a long wait for escorts, then
there would be security guards
available to walk students to their
doors, and there would be fewer
outsiders on campus. Trinity stu-
dents pay a high price to learn




I would like to restore the Trin-"
ity community's faith in the Trin-
ity Review. •
The purpose of the magazine is
to publish the best works of po-
etry, art and photography submit-
ted to the Review by the Trinity
community. The magazine is not
concerned with helping people fill
their resumes. The submissions are
treated anonymously, identified by
numbers or titles, and voted on two
or three times by the entire staff.
Each piece submitted is judged on
its strengths and uniqueness of
idea. Every staff member is
strongly encouraged to voice his/
her opinion concerning the work's
quality. Therefore, personal bias
on the part of the Review staff
plays no role in publication.
Sign.ed,
Staff Member responsible f,or last

















To the Trinity Community
I would like to thank all those
who contributed their time and
money for the Kappa Kappa
Gamma Balloon Derby Homecom-
ing weekend, ,Ba,rt ol Jhe., money*
raised was contributed to the Sen-
ior Class Scholarship Fund and this
money will be used to help Trinity
students who need assistance in
their last year.
Your generosity and co-opera-
tion in helping one another are
very much appreciated.
Anne Zartarian, '
Director of Financial Aid
The Writing Center
...aplace where writers gather.
It's 7:00 p.m. Sunday
You've finally managed to make it to the library to
finish your paper that's due 8:30 a.m. Monday.
Need some help? Why not stop by the Writing
Center Satellite in Library Seminar Room #3.
We're open every Sunday from 741 p.m. to help
you with all your writing concerns.
#115 Vernon Street
527-3151, ext. 392
Call or drop by
for an appointment.
M-F, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
T, W, Th., 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sundays, 7 p.m.-ll p.m. in
Library Seminar Rm. #3
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WE'RE
in*ao« va« tor (in'e-va'ter) n. 1. One who begins or
introduces something new; one who is creative.
2. THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES.
AND YOU CAN TOO-
Ideas spark innovation. Imagination fuels
it. Achievement realizes it.
At The Travelers, we challenge your po-
tential so you can strive for innovation.
So let your ideas help shape our future.
And yours.
Write to-. Rubin Fisher, Assistant Director,
College and Professional Recruiting, Depart-
ment 31, The Travelers Companies, One
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After DarkSing-a-thon Raises $ for Debut Album
By Vordo
Assitant Arts Editor
If you happen to have passed the
Wean Lounge Saturday night or
all day Sunday, you might have
heard the legendary all-male sing-
ing group,, After Dark. Their voices
were sweet, well at least for the
first few hours. To be sure, after
ten or twelve hours anyone's vocal
chords might become a little
strained.,.wait twelve hours. No,
not twelve, twenty-five. After Dark
.did not perform an ordinary con-
cert; they are trying to raise money
to make an album tentatively
called Live at Jesse Field. They
started at aproximately 9:30 on
Friday night, and the crooners
continued to sing for twenty-five
straight hours in a sort of round-
robin where, at all times, there
were at least four guys singing.
The genesis of After Dark oc-
curred four years ago, and was
prompted by three freshmen: Tom
Baker, Matt George, and Steve
Kish, and a senior Mike Brown;
their name came from one of the
songs in their repertoire. They
were held together with the strong
desire to sing, and they created an
all-male alternative to the Pipes.
"It's hard to build yourself from
nothing," remarked Tom, whom I
talked to before the sing-a-thon.
Now, four years later, after a
long fight for recognition, After
Dark is ready to record their first
album. The album will contain their
basic repertoire, and a few other
surprises, It will cost approxi-
mately 3000 dollars, so the group
decided to do a sing-a-thon to raise
the money. Tom remarked that the
sing-a-thon had a dual purpose: to
raise money for the album, and to
serve as a tribute to the throe sen-
iors who want to cap off their last
four years of hard work and dedi-
cation.
As Tom reviewed the sing-a-thon
for me, he remarked that there
"should be a vast difference in the
quality of the singing near the end,
but as long as there is a recogniz-
able vocal utterence, we'll keep
going." .
Thoughout the sing-a-thon, I
wandere'd in to observe them, and
the following are excerpts of a
journal that I kept to document
their performance.
9:40p.m. After Dark has warmed
up already by singing for the trust-
ees just prior to this sing-a-thon.
They started off energetically, and
sang their repetoire which in-
cluded "Moondance," "Sand-
man," and "Bad, Bad. Leroy
Brown." The performance was a
subtle mix of comic choreography
and sweet vocal harmonies...I
heard comments from the predom-
inately female audience like,
"they're great," and "amazing."
10:30p.m. The music books ar-
rive as I. was beginning to wonder
how the group was going to get a
fresh repertoire of songs for their
evening's sojourn... quickly found
out that the "recognizable vocal
utterance" that Tom had men-
tioned was a little rhyme that the
. sang between songs to lend conti-
nuity: "I like traffic lights, I like
traffic lights, especially when
they're green."
11:15p.m. Most of the crowd has
disappeared, but the voices and
Tom's guitar are still there, and
both are going strong.
12:10a.m. The round-robin has
taken effect and there are only
four crooners left. They're doing
ok...They sang a beautiful rendi-
tion of "Behind Blue Eyes," and
their faces are contemplative of the
coming twenty plus hours, al-
though their spirits are still high.
1:45a.m. The Coca-cola and Jack
Daniels have arrived...all is well.
2:00a.m. I'm off to another com-
mitment: sleep. Unfortunatly,
After Dark could not be awarded
the same luxury, but at least they
were still going strong when I left.
12:00 noon Sunday. Contrary to
what I expected, four steady souls
were still belting away at their
harmonies. Their highs were a lit-
tle weaker and thinner, and the
voices were a little disunified. I
was told that during the night,
people'stayed up with them, and
helped them in various ways...One
of After Dark confided that "a shot
of J.D. numbs the vocals chords."'
4:00p.m. They have started to
lose their sanity. They still like
traffic lights, and "La Freak" has
become the order of the moment.
They sang in spite of the creeping
weariness and hoarse vocals,
though some were reduced to "la,
la, la." They leafed through the
music books to find a new song;
"come on, we sang that one five
times already."
5:10p.m. They are singing the
"Masochoist Tango:" could this be
a reflection of their condition?
6:45 The spirits are a little lower
due to fatigue, and each member
grabbed his thoat to ward off the
pain. The Jack Danials has lost
most its magical powers.
10:20p.m. I came in to hear their
last rendition of "Moondance," and
surprising enough it was almost in-
distinguishable from the rendition
twenty-four hours earlier; they
sang with strength and spirit. They
were good, very good...We were
treated to our favorite mantra-
song, "Louie, Louie," as the last
of the J.D. disappeared
10:35p.m. Expressions of accom-
plishment and elations over came
their fatigued composures.
Screams of "We did it" were is-
sued as supporters patted them on
the back.
After Dark lived up to their
words, and .accomplished some-
Pictured from left to right: Frank Wearn, Christian Luthi, Drew Caesar, Andrew Campbell, Steve Kish
and Matt George.
The Most Diverse; Intelligent Record In a Long Time
by Michelle Roubal
Staff Writer
Slash Records, the label which
launched the careers as such bands
as X, The Blasters, and the Violent
Femmes, has seen fit to utilize its
manufacturing and distribution
contract with Warner Brothers
Records in order to make sure that
the label's latest release gets the
wide-spread attention it deserves.
The name of the album is How Will
the Wolf Survive? The band is Los
Lobos, and both are receiving at-
tention.
This week the album is in the top
ten on a score of progressive radio
top 100 charts. Rolling Stone mag-
S.G.A. ELECTIONS FOR
SECOND SEMESTER
To Be Held on Friday, February 1st, in the

















Position on Budget Committee
To Run for Position Submit Twenty Signatures
to S.G.A. Office by Wednesday, January 30th
azine has named Los Lobos the
Band of the Year (in a tie with
none other than Bruce Springs-
teen and the E Street Band), and
has also selected them the Best
New Artists of the Year. How-
ever, to those that caught the
band's first first EP ...and atime
to dance, these are old friends and
long deserving of this kind of suc-
cess and recognition.
The new album is produced by
band member Steve Berlin and T-
Bone Burnett. The band mixes tra-
ditional Latin music with a host of
other musical genres to produce
one of the most diverse and intel-
ligent records to be released in a
long time.
Yet this is not a "critics" album,
one to be critically acclaimed and
then tossed aside. In addition to
the beautiful singing, playing, and
song-writing which is close to being
technically perfect, these guys are
deep down a dance band. The New
York Times actually called them
"...the ultimate sock-hop band."
This'Chicano dance band based
in Los Angeles mixes blues and
Rockabilly with Mexican rhythyms
to provide a fun, rollicking sound
thing that few of us would dare to
do. And even through the hardship
of the hours, there was a spirit and
comraderie that is rare in any cir-
cumstances. It was nice to see
something so special, so spirited in
a place that has been occasionally
termed an apathetic wasteland. I
certainly hope that they can raise
enough money to accomplish their
goal; in fact, they will gladly ac-
cept any donations. Donate, I think
it would be well worth it. After all,




Eugene Gaddis, archivist of the
Wadsworth Atheneum, will give a
multi-media presentation about the
late A. Everett Austin entitiled
"Air and Fire: The Legendary
Chick Austin" on Monday, Febru-
ary 4 at 7:30 p.m. in the Austin
Arts Center. Admission to the
event, which is sponsored by the
The Connecticut Society for Inde-
pendent Historians, the Trinity
Friends of Art, and the Austin
Arts Center, is free.
Gaddis' presentation will be
based on newly discovered archi-
val material from the Atheneum.
He is the .author of a recent study
on the Avery Memorial Wing of
the museum, entitled "The First
Modern Art Museum." This pres-
entation should serve to tell us
much 'Sbqut. ,tbe, mm • who,,, who
' brought1 tWfifie %tf& t6'Trm%,.,.
A. Everett Austin, who died in
1957, was the director of the
Wadsworth Atheneum from 1927
to 1944. A flamboyant figure, he
was considered one of the greatest
museum directors of his time. He
had the first show of surrealist art
in this country in 1931, the first
Picasso exhibit in this country in
1934, and sponsored the first all-
black musical.
Austin was the founder of the
department of fine arts here at









guaranteed to keep you on your
feet. During a period which has
been flooded with electronic wiz-
ardry and drum machines provid-
ing a synth-pop dance beat, Los
Lobos is a fresh and welcome ad-
dition to dance music. Will Los Lo-
bos survive? Most definitely; they
might even conquer.
"Seraglio" at AAC This Week
Opera returns to Trinity with the
production of "The Abduction
From the Seraglio," conducted by
Gerald Moshell. This German mus-
ical comedy, called "singspiel,"
takes place in 1782 in Vienna.
Moshell describes the opera as "a
light-hearted, frothy story with
moral overtones...The piece is like
a musical comedy of his (Mozart's)
day because there is dialogue."
Moshell notes that "this is the first
full-length opera we've produced
here at the college."
The opera's cast consists of six
professionals from the Hartford
area, Prortraying the Turkish
vogue in Vienna are guest artists:
Carol Anne O'Connor (as Con-
stanza), Barbara Pierce (Blonda),
Peter Harvey (Belmonte), Douglas
Thorn (Pedriilo), and Gary Crow
Willard as Osmin. Accompanying
the leads is a chorus of Trinity stu-
dents.
The orchestra is comprised of
students from Trinity, the Hartt
School of Music and professionals
from Hartford.
The stage director for the show
is Ron Luchsinger, Luchsinger
commented that the roles of Con-
stanze, Belmonte and Osmin have
very difficyult vocal parts because
of their high and low ranges. There
is one extended aria and two so-
prano solos sung back to back by
Carol Anne O'Connor which de-
mand much endurance. "The whole
piece is challenging," said Luch-
singer. "Abductiion can only be
done with a qualified cast.
Abduction will be performed
Thursday, January 31, and Satur-
day, February 2 at 8:15 p.m. in the
Goodwin Theatre. Performance
passes are welcome.
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Gargi Corrects Us
"The color of The Little Clay Curt is not grey hut terra cntta. The name
of the play is The Little Clay Cart written by King Shudraka of India of
the 4th century A.D.
"The Tripod raised me to royalty by ascribing the play to me, thus
adding' to the number of living king's. I am grateful for this regal honor!
However, I appreciate the prominent splash of my picture which attracted
the attention of the students and evoked interest in this classical Sanskrit
masterpiece."
The Tripcid apologizes for these errors, and. thanks Mr. Gary) for hut
under atari dim) and lighUieartvd spirit.
C. Cm-bett. Arts Editor
Jett to Play the Agora Friday
Hard rockers Joan Jett and the
Blackhearts will play The Agora
on Friday February 1 as part of
their first U.S.tour in over a year.
The Blackhearts, who spent most
of 1984 recording their latest
Blackheart/MCA LP, GLORIOUS
RESULTS OF A MISSPENT
YOUTH, first stormed interna-
tional prominiece with their sec-
ond LP, I LOVE ROCK N' ROLL,
and a string of top 40 hits that
include "Do You Wanna Touch
Me", "Bad Reputation" and
"Crimson and Clover."
With "I Love You Love" se-
lected as the first single off GLO-
RIOUS RESULTS OF A
MISSPENT YOUTH, Joan Jett is







Preparation For Spring Exams
GRE*GMAT*LSAT*MCAT
Schedules also available for Summer & Fall '85










Norma Aresti, a senior at Trin-
ity College, has put together an
exhibition of women poets, titled
The Roaring Inside Her: Contem-
porary Women Poets. 'The exhibit
will be on display in the lobby of
the Trinity College Library from
February 1 to February 28.
The works are mostly from
women alive today. Ms. Aresti has
included a variety of backgrounds
such as women from Chile, Greece,
Puerto Rico, (as well as the United
States), in order to avoid an Amer-
ican or English "bias that could
pervade the exhibition's interna-
tional flavor."
One thing these poets do have in
common is their feminism. By
writing about their experiences as
women in sexist and racist socie-
ties, they are able to formulate for
themselves "new non-sexist ident-
ities." These experiences range
from the personal to the overtly
political. Many of the poems deal
with male-female relationships, ie.
the power struggle, lesbian feel-
ings, and general injustices suf-
fered just for being women.
All of these works were drawn
from the Trinity College Library
and the Watkinson Library. The
poems are accompanied by illus-
trations to provide a visual inter-
est in the exhibition. In the editing
process,. Ms. Aresti wanted to
strike a balance between well-
known poets, such as Sylvia Plath,
Audre Lord, and Adrienne Rich,
and such lesser-knowns as Alta and
Julia De Burgos.
The significance of this exhibi-
tion is to showcase the talents of
these women. The messages these
poems convey are important.
Women's experiences are serious
experiences.
PHOTO CONTEST
Passed over by the "Review"? Was "Offhand" apparently too
offhand for you?
Then enter the TRIPOD PHOTO CONTEST and gain
exposure to the literary/artistic world.
Your photo will appear full-size on these pages, along with a
personal interview and the opportunity to create a full-page
photo essay to be featured in a later edition of the Tripod.
RULES & STUFF
All pictures must be black and white.
All sizes will be accepted, but 5x7 is preferred.
You may enter as many photos as you wish, but no pics of the
Chapel will be accepted.
The deadline for submission is MARCH 1st.
All pictures should be sent to: THE TRIPOD PHOTO CONTEST,
Box 1310.
Put phone and box number on the back of each photo —
no names please.
All photos will be returned. •
CAMP
Of COi>fc$fc , ( % SriC c TWE
I
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Men's Swimming Edged By Cardinals 52-43
by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
On Saturday the Trinity men's
swim team defeated an over-con-
fident Brandeis by the score of 60-
53. With their record at 4-1, the
men have had a good season. In
addition, the present record of 4-1
is a drastic improvement over last
year's frustrating season.
The team of Chris Robbins, Dave
Lamarche, Phil Drinkaus, and
Clark Campbell easily won the 400
medly relay, Jim Loughlin and
Dave Lamarche followed with a
one-three finish respectively. Trin-
ity led by ten points. The next
three events were a series of close
races in which Brandeis got the
better of them. A big break came
for Brandeis when Kirk Brett of
Trinity had an unusually poor per-
formance in the required diving.
Brandeis went one-two on the.div-
ing, tying the score at 26-26. With
the score tied, the coach of the
Brandeis team felt confident that
his team could now win.
The first surprise came for Bran-
deis in the next event, the 200 but-
terfly. Drinkaus and a vastly
improved Brett provided Trinitv
with some unusual strengths in the
butterfly. Their one-three finish
put Trinity back into the lead by
three points.
Craig Rasmussen and Rex Dyer
had another one-three finish in the
next event the 100 free. Ahead by
six points, the Bantams faced the
two most important events of the
meet.
With a Trinity win in these two
events, Trin would secure victory
for the. meet. If Brandeis had won,
Brandeis would have been in a po-
sition to win, particularly with the
optional diving coming up.








The fencing team returned to ac-
tion this past week with three
matches. Although the overall
team records, men 1-2 and women
2-1, leave room for improvement,
the scores are indicative of the im-
proving Bantam talent.
The week began with close
matches against Fan-field Univer-
sity. The women were victorious
with Captain Cathy Wallert, Rikki
Niner, and Melissa Winter each
•winning both of their'two bouts.
The men's team didn't fare as
well against F.U. losing 12-15. The
loss was brightened by the fine
performances of the epee squad,
Paul Astk and George Banta. The
epee squad, consisting of John
Gregg, Keith McCabe, and Mark
Sommaruga, posted a record of 7-
2 with the two losses coming in
very close bouts. This quality of
performance carried over into the
other weapons with both AstJe a
sabrist and Banta a multi-weapon
fencer fencing foil, winning two of
their three bouts.
The weekend brought the Ban-
tams up against U. Maine and
S.M.U. in a dual meet held at
S.M.U. The U.Maine team was
weaker than it has been in the past
and both teams won impressively,
men 26-1 and women 16-0.
The S.M.U. team, however, was
strong enough to defeat both
teams, men 7-20 and women 8-8.
The women tied their opponents in
overall bouts but lost by six indi-
cators, the difference total touches
for and against the team.
Sheila Andrus shoots against Clark.
pnoto by Kelly
"There were so many close
bouts," commented Captain Wal-
lert, "but both teams ai;e begin-
ning to look much more
fundamentally sound and that





The women's basketball team
was defeated by both Clark and
the University of Hartford this
past week.
On Wednesday, the Bantams
played Clark at home. Trinity
started out with an early lead
which they held up to halftime.
With seven minutes left to play in
the first half, Trinity was ahead
23-11.
The Bants were dominating the
game with a strong defense. Sheila
Andrus and Sara Mayo were on
scoring streaks. The team was ef-
fectively intercepting passes and
center Jeanne Mbnnes pulled down
numerous rebounds.
As the end of the first half ap-
proached, however, Clark was nar-
rowing the gap. At the halftime
buzzer the score was 31-28 in Trin-
ity's favor but the Bants were los-
ing ground fast,
During the second half Trinity's
defense was letting down and they
were failing to score. Clark, how-
ever, was on a streak. With 14
minutes left, Clark tied the score
at 41-41 and began to pull away.
The visitors took advantage of
the Bants frequent fouls and sco-
red repeatedly from the foul line.
Clark held on to win 70-64.
Two days later the Bants were
blown out 72-49 by UHart on the
road. Rodgers noted, "They were
a lot bigger and it was hard for
us." In addition, three of Trinity's
strongest players were on the
bench in the second half, Andrus
suffered a knee injury while Rodg-
ers and Mayo fouled out.
Mike Williams and Robbins easily
went one-two in the 200 back-
stroke, and Loughlin and Tim Raf-
tis also had an easy one-two in the
500 freestyle. With Brett's second
place finish in the optional diving
Brandeis no longer had a chance
to win. Strong Trinity perform-
ances since the required dive, had
eliminated that chance.
In the final event, the 400 frees-
tyle relay, McPhee committed his
best relay team as exhibition.
Last Wednesday night the men's
swimming team journied down to
Wesleyan and threw a serious
scare into the high flying Cardi-
nals. It was a bravura perform-
ance by the rapidly improving
Ducks, who took a fine Wesleyan
team down to the final relay before
bowing 52-43. Throwing caution to
the winds McPhee loaded the
opening 400 medly relay with his
four best swimmers: Rex Dyer,
Jim Loughlin, Phil Drinkaus and
Tim Raftis and buried Wes' quar-
tette with a sizzling 3:55.08.
Loughlin continued to administer
shock treatment by stroking a
10:59.3 win in the 1000 free with
Lamarche scoring a third. Raftis
and Rasmussen went 2-3 in the 200
free and Dyer won the showdown
with the Cardinal ace Paul Buc-
kovich in the 50 free with a quick-
silver 22.8.
Chris Robbins' 2:15.25 in the 200
IM was a personal best and earned
him a second place. Phil Brinkaus
churned to a 2:15.21 200 butterfly,
and his second was followed by a
third place Kirk Brett, showing
unaccustomed Trinity strength in
this event.
Dyer racked up another win in
the 100 free with a flashy 50.85 for
his third win of the night. Robbins
and Raftis scored places in the 200
back and 500 free, and with nine
events tallied, Trin still clung to a
40-39 lead.
Loughlin was touched out in a
blistering 200 breast by Cardmal
stickout Steve Barrus and the
Bantam bid died.
Wesleyan won the final 400 free
relay to secure the win, but the
Trinmen had swum an outstanding
meet which included many per-
sonal best times, and established
themselves as one of the most im-
proved teams in the league.
Like the women, the men's swim
team are tired from long, difficult
practices. McPhee continues his
policy of hard practice in the hope
that the men will profit from these
workouts later in the season at the
New Englands and Nationals.
McPhee feels that the team will be
able to get by in races despite their
overworked state. So far McPhee
has been right.
Chefs Chicks Win
.continued from page 16
dive, some of the best diving of the
season occurred. Holy Cross had
two impressive diveits, Juliet Me*
Connell and Jennifer''Otoney. The
two won the only one-two finish
for Holy Cross defeating Trinity's
Mel Foy.
Susan Deer and Finn balanced
out the win with their one-three
finish in the 200 individual medley.
With this first place finish Trinity
had won the meet, and Coach Chet
McPhee could now relax for the
next and last event, the 200 frees-
tyle relay. With Trinity's best
swimmers resting Hoiy Cross was
able to win the last event by inches.
On Wednesday the Bants sur-
vived a scare against a psyched-up
Wesleyan contingent in Middle-
town. The Chicks did what was
needed and emerged with a 56-89
victory — but it wasn't easy.
The 400-medley relay of Finn,
Couch, Horstman and Cass opened
the meet with a convincing win,
but from there on it got tougher.
Deer engaged in an exhausting
stroke-for-stroke duel in the
WQQFSwjth Wes' X*isa Piper and
gutted oii taWto^oiftfMl^' '*
Brennan was upset in the 200
free by Wesleyan powerhouse Lisa
Rosenblatt, and the guantlet was"''
down. Voltmer and Horstman re-
sponded with a 1-2 in the 50FS,
but Wes went 1-3 in the 200 IM to
keep it close. Cass was upset in the
200 fly and Brennan again fell prey
to Rosenblatt in the 100 free and
the Chicks were feeling unex-
pected pressure.
Wins by Finn in the 200 back, a
beautiful 2:22.4 effort, and Couch
in the 200 breast put the blue and
gold back in charge and they fin-
ished with a flurish, Voltmer,
Brennan, Finn and Cass locking up
the final 400 free relay in a very
respectable 4:00.61.
Next Thursday the women will
face off at home against Southern
Conn.
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Make no mistake about it, I'm no Georgetown fan but nevertheless I
feel the Hoyas have done a great service to all college basketball fans.
They brought the old UCLA aura back to the court. Everyone of their
games is an event. Everytime they appear headed for defeat a basketball
moment to remember is at hand. For those who remember watching Notre
Dame break UCLA's 88 (that's right kids 88) game winning streak, St.
John's victory over the Hoyas was a reminder of that exciting day.
Despite the loss, Georgetown will continue to serve as the focal point of
this college basketball season. Come tournament time they will be the
story as they try and repeat as NCAA champions. It should be fun.
Tuesday Afternoon
STEPHEN K. GELLMAN
A few final words about the Super Bowl. San Francisco is a great team
and I found it not boring in the least to watch them take apart Miami.
What more can you ask than to see a good team playing at their best.
And I agree with the general consensus that ABC did a superb job in
their initial .Super Bowl broadcast. The anouncing was good, not great,
but the pictures were above average. Evidence of this is that for the first
time in years I didn't feel that Sports Illustrated's photography added to
what I had seen on T.V.
« « < • «
To fire or not to fire, that is the question. Should UConn dump basket-
ball coach Dom Perno? It'll come as no surprise to Tuesday Afternoon
readers that I feel they should.
There is no question that Perno is a good game coach. UConn's victory
over Syracuse and good effort at Georgetown are clear evidence of this. •
However, the fact is that Perno is not able to recruit with his Big East
compatriots. In part this may reflect UConn's lack of a national reputation
but if that is the ease then UConn must have a.coach that can overcome
this handicap. Perno has shown that he can't and .500 season after .500
season now seems to be inevitable.
* • m m
I truly couldn't believe it. I thought the Wayne Gretzky vs Brian Trotier
question was dead. After all, the Edmonton Oilers had won the Stanley
Cup last spring. So I was surprised to read that Trottier was the "best
player in hockey" in recent accounts of an Islander hot streak.
Of course, the Islanders are in the deep freeze again and Gretzky scored
•>'"*>Jvg"5oeh g6al the other nightl But let's make it clear. Wayne Gretzky is
the best player in hockey today_and may be the best ever.
Barney Corning pushes the puck up ice. photo by. Virginia B. Rowan
Freshmen Playing Key
Role For Men's B-Ball
The St. Michaels' defense clears Trinity back from the goal.
continued from page 16
not have taken a month ago. Now
they seem comfortable in pressure
situations.
"The biggest difference is play-
ing time," noted Blaney. "It's a
good shot but when you are only
playing five minutes a game it's
hard to take that shot because you
can't make any mistakes."
Abere noted, "the freshmen
have a lot more confidence. They
are much more relaxed,"
The Bants will have their confi-
dence tested .in the next 12 days.
Starting tonight, Trinity takes on
4th ranked WPI, 5th ranked Clark,
and top ranked Colby all on the
road in addition to hosting once-
beaten Conn College on Saturday.
As Abere said, "we come out of
it [the 12-day stretch] number one
or we don't."
HOOP NOTES-Abere scored his
1,000 career point in the second
half of the victory over Tufts,
Abere was the 10th Trinity basket-
ball player to reach the 1,000 point
mark.... Trinity was ranked 2nd
behind Colby in last week's
coaches' poll.... Clark rallied to de-
feat Wesleyan by three points on
Thursday,...
TUFTS (75)-Pesmond 1-1 0-0 2, Silva 1-
4 1-1 3, Farren 9-M 2-4 20, Stanley 3-7
0-0 6, SaladinoO-01-21, Branson 5-112-
2 12, Robinson 4-7 0-0 8, Davis 4-12 1-3
9, Pitchman 2-3 1-2 5, Thomas 2-21).3 7,
Lipvert 1-1 0-0 2. Total 32-62 11-17 75.
TRINITY (95)-Pfohl 8-10 2-4 18, Abere
7-12 13-13 27, Moorhouse 5-8 2-4 12,
Donovan 8-13 1-1 17, Langmead 2-6 2-2
6, Fitzgerald 2-5 0-0 4, Monaghan 1-2 2-
2 4, Blaney 1-2 5-6 7. Total 34-58 27-32
95.
Halftone Trinity 41-33.
Rebounds-Tufts 28 (Fnrren, Davis G),
Trinity 37 (Abere, Moorhouse 9), As-
sists-Tufts (Silva, Robinson 2), Trinity
(Donovan, Langmead, Blaney 4). Total







Last Wednesday, the Trinity
wrestling team travelled to M.I.T.
to take on the sixth-ranked team
in New England, a team which had
taken nine out of ten matches from
the Bantams a year ago. Blow out,
right? Wrong. Not only did the
Bantams make a respectable
showing, they came within a hair-
breath of pulling off a great upset.
The teams traded forfeits in the
first two weight classes, and then
Pete Zimmerman lost to Pete
Skelton, one of the top wrestlers
in New England.
The next three matches were all
extremely exciting and set up a
chance for a Trinity win. At 142,
Nick Veronis was deadlocked at 2-
2 with 10 seconds left when he shot
in for a takedown and won a 4-2
decision.
In the next match, Mark Wei-
land continued his consistent wres-
tling, but dropped a tight 2-1
verdict.
Then came the most exciting
bout of the day. Sophomore Ted
Moise see-sawed back and forth
throughout his match, and with a
few seconds left in the match,
Moise found himself almost on his
back, struggling for the .tie. Sud-
denly, with a savage effort, be
broke free for;a, one-point escape
and the win.
After forfeiting at 167 (due to
Ian Brodie's torn cartilage in his
knee), juniors Joe Adam and Will
Thomas both won their matches by.
large margins, putting Trinity
ahead by one-point.
The match would have come
down to the heavyweight match,
but Arnie Amore was at home a
stomach virus, and the Bants were
forced to forfeit their third match
of the day, and the final score read
M.I.T. 25, Trinity 20.
The scene was different, but the
story the same as Trinity wrestled
welPbut bad luck and bad health
played a pivotal role in the Ban-
tams defeat.
Hockey Edged By UConn, 4-3
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
After getting off to a torrid 7-1
start, the Trinity Bantams skaters
have come back to earth of late,
losing three of their last four
games, including two one-goal de-
feats.
During that recent slide, which
saw Trin drop games to Amherst
(5-2), St. Michael's (6-5 in over-
time), and LJConn (4-3 on Satur-
day), the Bants got away from
their strengths — good defense
and solid checking.
"We've played sloppy hockey,"
noted head coach John Dunham.
"We got away from doing the
things that got us to 7-1; we
stopped playing good defense, and
our ice discipline has fallen off over
the last few games. We learned
that when we do that, we're no
better than anyone else."
That could be a very good lesson
indeed for the Bants to learn. As
Dunham points out, the Bants are
entering a key point of the season.
Dunham wants to get his team
back on the right track for the rest
of season and have his team on a
role going into the ECAC Tourna-
ment.
Speaking of the tournament, if
the season were to end today, the
Bants would qualify with ease. De-
spite their recent slump, the Bants
are 8-4 overall, and 8-2 in Division
III, good enough for a number one
ranking in the Coaches' Poll. That
Poll is one of the key elements in
the ECAC Selection Committee's
process to determine the qualify-
ing, tournament representatives.
Strength of schedule and record
within the Division are key factors
in the Coaches' Poll rankings.
The Bants started off the week
with a 6-4 victory over homestand-
ing Stonehill. Rich Stetson and
Mike Sload scored two goals each
in the third period to break open a
tie game.
Trin followed with a 6-5 loss in
overtime to St. Michael's at the
Kingswood-Oxford rink in a game
that was 4-4 after two periods.
The Bants dropped another
game on Saturday to UConn, a Di-
vision II school. UConn plays its
home games on an outdoor rink,
which, according to Dunham,
makes for faster ice conditions,
UConn scored with seven minutes
left in the game to put the Bants
into the deep freeze on a chilly Sat-
urday night. The win tipped
UConn's record to 7-8 overall and
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Women's Swimming Dunks Holy Cross
by Thomas Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
With their 75-65 win over Holy
Cross on Saturday, the Trinity
women's swim team extended
their season record to 5-0. Holy
Cross demonstrated that they are
a strong team, and without doubt,
they provided the toughest com-
petition that the Trinity women
have ever faced from the Worces-
ter school.
The women opened up with their
standard win in the 200 medley re-
lay with the team of Ginny Finn,
Laura Couch, Lulu Cass and Bar-
bie Brennan. In the next two
events, the 1000 freestyle and the
200 freestyle, Holy Cross sur-
prised Trinity by taking first in the
two events that Trinity usually
dominates. Trinity was able to take
second both times and third once
which prevented Holy Cross from
taking the lead.
Trinity quickly rallied with three
consecutive one-two wins in the 50
backstroke, the 50 breaststroke,
and the 100 butterfly. These wins
established the score at 38-14, and
gave Trinity a lead that would
carry them through the rest of the
meet. '
Holy Cross took first place in the
next three events, but again Trin-
ity always took second which
stopped Holy Cross from gaining
too many, points. Finn and Chris
Sanden came back for Trinity to
take first and third place in the 200
backstoke. Couch followed with
another first place finish in the 200
breaststroke. Two events later in
the 50 butterfly Cass and Chever
Voltmer went one and three can-
celing out a first place finish by
Holy Cross in the previous event.
In the next event, the optional
continued on page 14
Men's B-Ball Eases
By Visiting Tufts
by Stephen K. Gcllman
Spoi-ts Editor
Young basketball teams are sup-
posed to have a hard time main-
taining a lead, but don't tell that
to the men's basketball team.
The Bantams, with four fresh-
men playing key roles, ran their
victory string to five last week
with impressive wins over Coast
Guards and Tufts. The victories
raised Trinity's record to 8-3. Trin
now enters a crucial 12-day period
during which the Bants will play
six games, five on the road.
In both victories, Trinity built
comfortable halftime leads and re-
peatedly shut off-minor runs by
the opposition. On Saturday night,
visiting Tufts never managed to
string together more than two
consecutive baskets.
"Their [Tufts'] game is to score
points in bunches," said Trinity
coach Stan Ogrodnik. "Stopping
that is a key because they're very
explosive."
Trjn expanded an eight point
halftime lead to 18, 58-35, in the
first five minutes of the second
half, and Tufts crept no closer than
ten points the rest of the way.
The Jumbos made their first run





Before the Yale match last
Wednesday night, Bantam squash
captain Bill Doyle made it clear
that Yale was going to. be one of
the toughest matches of the sea-
son. A win would leave the Ban-
tams on a solid perch from which
to.attack the rest of the season.
With this in mind, Trinity entered
the courts to the cheers of a large
and rowdy home crowd.
On the court Trinity clearly out-
played Yale, winning 7-2. Four of
the matches went 3-0 for Trinity,
and the two matches lost went five
games.
At number one, Bill Doyle han-
dily beat Hugh LaBossier 15-11,15-'
6,15-12. But at number two, Mike
Georgy had a little more trouble.
Georgy easily took the first two
games from Yale captain Will Gar-
lin. Georgy lost the next two games
10-15 and 6-15. He noted after the
match that he had lost his depth
and pressure, allowing Carlin to
hit many three wall nicks.
One spectator called the final
game "nip and tuck," The two
players exchanged points well into
the game until Georgy pulled
ahead 14-11. Carlin came back to
tie the score 14-14, at which point
he called a three point tiebreaker.
Georgy pressed out his last ounce
of energy to win the exciting game
17-14.
Doug Burbank, on the court next
to Georgy, said he was "almost
knocked over by the crowds cheer-
ing on Mike's last three points."
Trinity lost at numbers three and
five. At three, J.D. Cregan played
Julian Benello. At number five,
John Conway played yet another
one of his now usual five-game
matches, but he was unable to
overcome Ins Bulldog opponent in
the final game, losing 15-12.
At number . four Bill Villari
played his aggressive game in
which he takes the ball as early as
possible, beating Yale's Ming Tsai,
3-1.
Six and seven both went 3-0 in
Trinity's favor. At six, Doug Bur-
bank defeated John Chittenden 15-
12,15-8,17-14, and at seven Paul
Stauffer beat Bill Barker 15-10,16-
14,15-12. These two matches were
clear indications that the time for
"tin drills" had been well spent.
Neither Burbank nor Stauffer gave
away many points hitting the ball
too low.
Jerome Kapleus played a long
and tough match against Miles
Kronby to come out ahead, 3-2.
In the final position, Art Strome
was especially intense. Strome had
lost the deciding match in the .5-4
Yale win of two years ago and was
not going to let it happen again.
This year Strome played George
Krull, who he beat in three.
After the match, Bill Doyle noted
that the solid win would bolster
"confidence and momentum going
into the Navy and Franklin and
Marshall, the teams next two
goals."
Franklin and Marshall, led by
Morris Clothier, Scott Brehman
and Chris Spahr, is going to be the
most important match of the year.
F&M have beaten both Yale and
Navy, and are in contention with
Trinity for second place in the na-
tional rankings.
TJU1U Cass has played a large part in the women's swim team's success.
put Trinity up by 18 and cut the
lead to 54-42 with 12:49 remain-
ing. However, Trinity patiently
worked the ball inside Tufts' trap-
ping 1-3-1 zone. Mike Donovan
scored from 12 feet out, Dan Mon-
aghan hit two free throws, and Bill
Pfohl got loose inside to put Trin
ahead by 18.
The visitors fought back again to
cut the lead to 64-54 with seven
minutes remaining. Once again
Trinity had the answer, this time
in the form of a delay offense and
clutch foul shooting.
The Bants converted 19-23 free
throws over the last seven minutes
to salt away the win, and it was
the freshmen, as well as upper-
classmen who showed poise at the
line.
Thursday night at Coast Guard
it was the freshmen who played a
pivital role as Trinity held off a
Coast Guard rally before cruising
to a 19-point victory.
Mark Langmead threw in 16 and
Jon Moorhouse 14 to complement
junior forward Kun Abere's game-
high 19 points. But it was back-up
point guard Terry Blaney who sco-
pholo by Kelly
red the key baskets in the second "
half.
The Bears had halved Trinity's
14-point halftime lead and with
Abere on. the bench with four fouls,
it appeared as if Trin might blow
a large lead as they had two weeks
earlier against Kings Point. Blâ
ney, however, came through with
a driving left-handed lay up and a
soft 10-foot jumper in the lane to
stop Coast Guard's momentum.
These were shots that Blaney,
indeed any of the freshmen, might
continued on page 15
Tom Fitzgerald is one of four freshmen whose improved play has help men's basketball to five consecutive
victor ies. p h a l 0 by J o n n Shiftman
